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The most exciting phrase to hear in science,

the one that heralds the most discoveries,

is not "Eureka!" but

"That's funny..."

�[Isaac Asimov]
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Abstract

The central tumour suppressor gene TP53 is frequently mutated in human cancers. Sev-

eral rodent animal models with TP53 defects have been generated and provided important

insight into carcinogenesis and the central functions of TP53 in cell cycle regulation. How-

ever, on a physiological level they are insu�cient to establish novel treatments and methods

for early cancer diagnostics in humans. Here the pig can serve as a model with suitable

size and a closer genetic and physiological relationship.

This work reports the modi�cation of the porcine TP53 locus by gene targeting in pri-

mary mesenchymal stem cells. It is part of a larger research project for gastrointestinal

cancer in conjunction with an APC-modi�ed porcine model. In detail, a conditional tran-

scription stop cassette (LSL) was introduced into intron 1 of TP53, e�ectively acting as a

gene knockout reversible by Cre-mediated recombination. Furthermore, the latent onco-

genic mutation TP53R167H was inserted into exon 5, which corresponds to the human

hot-spot TP53R175H mutation.

The modi�ed cells were analysed in in vitro assays. The excision of the LSL lead to

expression of the mutated allele and an accumulation of the mutant protein. Homozy-

gous TP53R167H cells were p53 de�cient and exhibited abnormal proliferatory behaviour,

indicating �rst steps towards a transformed phenotype through p53 loss and mutation.

Subsequently, heterozygous TP53R167H cells were used to clone live genetically modi�ed

animals via somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT). These animals can serve as powerful

models to develop cancer treatment and help to �nd curative approaches transferable to

humans.

A complementing porcine reporter model was designed, that allows research of promoter

functions and in vivo Cre-application techniques. For this, a dual reporter cassette was

constructed with a loxP �anked beta-geo gene exchangable with a mCherry gene in case

of Cre-activity. These cells were evaluated in vitro and transgenic fetuses generated by

SCNT and analysed by lacZ staining.
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Zusammenfassung

Menschliche Krebserkrankungen tragen häu�g Mutationen im Tumor-Suppressor-Gen

TP53. Es wurden mehrere Nager-Modelltiere mit defektem TP53 Gen erstellt und sie

ermöglichten wichtige Einblicke in menschliche Tumorigenese und TP53 -vermittelte Zel-

lzyklus Regulation. Diese Modelle sind allerdings aus physiologischen Gesichtspunkten

unzureichend für die Entwicklung neuer Behandlungen und Frühdiagnostik im Menschen.

Das Schwein bietet sich hierfür als geeinetes Modelltier an, insbesondere durch die vergle-

ichbarere Grösse und nährere genetische und physiologische Verwandtschaft zumMenschen.

Diese Arbeit beschreibt die Modi�kation des porzinen TP53 Locus mittels "gene target-

ing" in primären mesenchymalen Stammzellen. Dies ist ein Teilprojekt für gastrointestinale

Krebserkrankungen in Kombination mit einem APC-modi�zierten Schweinemodell. Im

Detail wurde eine Transkriptions-Stop Kassette (LSL) in Intron 1 von TP53 eingefügt.

Dieser faktische Gen Knockout kann durch Cre-vermittelte Rekombination rückgangig

gemacht werden. Darüberhinaus wurde in Exon 5 die TP53R167H Mutation eingefügt.

Diese entspricht der humanen hot-spot Mutation TP53R175H .

Die modi�zierten Zellen wurden in vitro Analysen unterzogen. Das Entfernen der LSL

Kassette führte zu einer Expression des mutierten Allels und einer Akkumulation des mu-

tierten Proteins. Homozygote TP53R167H Zellen waren p53-de�zient und zeigten abnor-

male Proliferation, erste Anzeichen für einen transformierten Phänotyp.

Im Anschluss wurden heterozygote TP53R167H Zellen verwendet, um mittels somatis-

chem Zellkerntransfer (SCNT) lebende genetisch modi�zierte Tiere zu erstellen. Diese

Tiere können als Modelle für die Entwicklung von Krebs-Therapien dienen und helfen,

Heilungsansätze zu identi�zieren, die auch auf den Menschen übertragbar sind.

Ein Reporter-Schweinemodell wurde entworfen, um das TP53 Modell zu komplemen-

tieren. Es ermöglicht Studien über Promotor-Funktionen und über in vivo Anwendbarkeit

von Cre-Rekombinase. Zu diesem Zweck wurde eine Doppel-Reporter-Kassette in Zellen

integriert, die ein loxP-�ankiertes beta-geo Gen beinhaltet, welches bei Cre-Aktivität gegen

ein mCherry-Gen ausgetauscht wird. Diese Zellen wurden in vitro Analysen unterzogen

und verwendet um transgene Föten mittels SCNT zu erstellen, die ebenfalls mittels lacZ-

Färbung untersucht wurden.
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1. Introduction

1.1. Introduction into the topic

Cancer is the forth most common cause of death and emerging even more prominently in the

western world where it ranks third (World Health Organisation). The lifetime cancer risk

has been statistically determined to approximately 40% in the current population [118].

With the increase in life expectancy, cancer is turning into an even more severe health

risk. Medical progress has accelerated signi�cantly with the rise of molecular biology and

its revolutionary treatment options from monoclonal antibodies to somatic gene therapy.

They depend on established methods of early diagnoses and speci�c molecular markers.

However, these prerequisites are still quite rare in a disease so variable as cancer.

Therefore, research clarifying early cancer development, identifying new markers and

ultimately leading to improved treatments is urgently required. An important part of this

research takes place in in vivo models, mimicking the human disease. Information drawn

from these experiments has provided much insight into cancer biology and proven valuable

for therapeutic developments and understanding of oncogenesis.

It is now known, that in cancer defunct cell cycle regulation or faulty cell signalling

ultimately cause continuous proliferation of tissues resulting in pathogenic phenotypes.

These aberrations generally stem from genomic mutations acquired through contact with

carcinogens, inheritance and ageing. In healthy cells so called tumour suppressor genes

counteract these in�uences by activating DNA repair or apoptotic mechanisms. TP53 is

the most prominent member of this family, and of central interest in this work.

This thesis focusses on the modelling of two severe human cancerous pathologies in

a porcine animal model: Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) and gastric cancer (GC). TP53

mutations play major roles in both. They are the main cause for LFS and when combined

with second hit defects in other tumour suppressor or oncogenes can lead to cancer. The

context in this work is the combination with a mutated adenomatous polyposis coli gene

(APC), and its participation in gastric carcinogesesis [99, 258]. Animals carrying the latter

modi�cation are available for crossing experiments [73]. A parallel approach in this work is

the mimicking of in�ammatory processes in the stomach through tissue speci�c expression

(compare [228]).

13



1. Introduction

1.2. The tumour suppressor p53

The tumour suppressor gene TP53 plays a central role in cell biology and tumour devel-

opment. The so-called guardian of the genome acts as a key transcription factor in DNA

damage response, cell cycle regulation and apoptosis. To date it is also the tumour sup-

pressor gene lost or impaired in the majority of human cancers [240]. It is highly conserved

across species both in structure and function and at the center of a large amount of re-

search. There are more than 50.000 research articles listed in online libraries that cover or

touch the �eld of roughly 40 years of p53 research.

1.2.1. Discovery

The protein was �rst identi�ed in 1979 [155, 146, 176] as an associated to the simian virus

40 (SV40) large T antigen. It was taken for a virally produced protein and only later

realized that it was produced by the host cell itself. The murine gene was cloned in 1982

and 1983, with the human sequence following shortly after in 1984 and 1985 in full length.

At �rst it was mistaken for an oncogene, since it was found so frequently mutated in cancers

and the transfection of cells with isolated p53 mRNA caused the cells to transform to a

more oncogenic phenotype. As it turned out, the transforming mRNAs were isolates from

carcinoma cell lines and not healthy tissue.

The sequence homologues in other species were isolated, but did not show the transform-

ing functions in vitro, on the contrary, leading to an arrest of proliferation. After more and

more contradicting results emerged, the role of p53 was corrected in 1989 by the group of

Bert Vogelstein [16]. It started o� an era of research on tumour suppressor genes, while at

the same time unknowingly demonstrating the possibility of gain of function mutations.

Since that time the TP53 gene has turned into one of the most extensively studied genes

of all. However, there are still some key questions unanswered.

1.2.2. The p53 protein

The p53 protein is encoded by the 19.2 kb long TP53 gene on chromosome 17p13.1 in

humans (12q12-q14 in pigs) consisting of 11 exons that encode a full length transcript of

1182 bp (1161 bp in pigs). The sequence and structure are conserved across many species

[110, 314]. The expressed protein is comprised of 393 amino acids (AA) (386 AA in pig)

with a molecular weight of 43.6 kDa before posttranslational modi�cations and running at

a size of 53 kDa on SDS gelelectrophoresis, hence the name p53.

The structure of this protein is not yet fully solved, as it was not possible to crystallise

14



1.2. The tumour suppressor p53

it as a whole. However, the structure of singular domains, like the DNA-binding domain

have been solved [110].

Its folding follows the boundaries of several seperate protein domains, shown in �gure

1.1 (next page) a central DNA binding domain (DBD)(residues 102 - 292) is �anked by two

distinct transactivation domains TAD1 and TAD2 (residues 17 - 25 and 48 -56 respectively),

followed by proline rich domain (prD) a p53 multimerisation domain (residues 325 - 356), a

bipartide nucleus localisation signal (NLS) (residues 305 -321) and a nucleus export domain

(residues 339 - 350).

It binds to DNA as a homotetramer to a tandem repeat of the consensus pattern of

purine (Pu) and pyrimidine (Pyr): 5-Pu-Pu-Pu-C-(A/T)-(T/A)-G-Pyr-Pyr-Pyr-3. The

repeats are spaced 0-13bp apart [66]. Each subunit binds to one zinc ion as a cofactor

between the residues 176, 179, 238 and 242.

It is expressed in 9 di�erent isoforms from alternate promoter usage and alternate splic-

ing. The isoforms are expressed with di�erent tissue speci�city and also conveying variable

functions. They are enumerated 1-9 or alpha, beta and gamma with more speci�c anno-

tations of their deletions, for example Del40-p53alpha.

Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the isoforms, and their respective deletions.

1.2.3. Gene function

The p53 protein is a transcription factor with in�uence in a wide range of cellular responses.

It ranges from DNA damage response, across cell cycle regulation into apoptosis and other

physiological functions. Some of the functions even seem oppositional: for example the

cell cycle arrest and DNA damage repair in contrast to the induction of apoptosis.

Figure 1.2 on the next page gives a basic overview of TP53 functions.

The role in tumour suppression is thought to be a more recent adaptation of the gene.

It can be understood as a subtype of cell cycle regulation in long lived, multicellular organ-

isms with the necessity to keep their cells regenerative potential under control (reviewed

in [163]). The regenerative stem cells niches have to be kept intact throughout the accu-

mulation of somatic mutations during the aging process.

The type of p53 response is dependent on the type and intensity of the stress, the genetic

predicaments and cellular characteristics. Interactions between the p53 pathway and the

survival signaling or the retinoblastoma pathway can lead to the di�erent p53 signaling

into growth arrest or apoptosis. It was also proposed, that the choice between cell cycle

arrest and apoptosis is dependent on the p53 dose. Low doses lead to arrest and high

doses to apoptosis. This is mirrored in the high binding a�nity of p53 to the promoters

of arrest promoting genes of the p21 pathway and the low a�nity of p53 to pro-apoptotic

15



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1.: TP53 and p53 isoforms. A: Human TP53 gene schematic with promoters P1 and P2
and splice forms α β and γ. B: p53 protein isoforms with transactivation domains (TAD), proline
rich domain (prD) DNA binding central domain, nucleus localisation signal (NLS) and C-terminal
domains. The N-terminally truncated forms are indicated as δp53 and C-terminally truncated
forms are shown with their alternative amino acid endings β and γ. Figure from [26].
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1.2. The tumour suppressor p53

Figure 1.2.: Schematic of p53 functions with the p53�MDM2 feedback loop in the center. Various
triggers for p53 response lead to the accumulation of p53 and depending on the severity of the
stress a range of outcomes from simple DNA repair to apoptosis. Figure taken from [163].

genes like p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis (PUMA) [214] and phorbol 12-myristate

13-acetate induced protein 1 (NOXA) [268].

However, this model is incomplete: p53 levels were also observed to rise and fall in a

discrete oscillation after DNA damage. The number of p53 pulses has been linked to the

severity of the DNA damage. Repairable damage only causes few pulses of p53. Irreparable

damage however leads to a p53 response of several pulses followed by a constant high

p53 dose. The latter then leads to apoptosis and shows the interlinking of both decision

mechanisms [345].

P53 mediates its apoptotic functions in part by triggering the expression of apoptotic

e�ectors. The most important of these are the B-cell lymphoma 2 (Bcl-2) homology do-

main 3 (BH3)-only factors PUMA and NOXA. These genes have been knocked out in cell

lines and mice and certain cell populations appear to be protected against p53 mediated

apoptosis to the same extent as p53 knockout lines [129, 203].

p53 also can promote apoptosis without its transactivation domains, so not acting as

a transcription factor [103]. It was shown, that p53 translocation into mitochondria trig-

gers an immidiate apoptotic reaction through cytochrome C release and caspase cascade

activation [188]. Here, it seems to function as an BH3-only analogue. Therefore, one

refers to the transcription-dependent and transcription-independent pathway of p53 me-

17



1. Introduction

diated apoptosis. It is interesting to note, that tumour-derived p53 is unable to induce

transcription-independent cell death [298, 242].

The major triggers of p53 activity are generally grouped into a DNA-damage response

and tumour suppressive functions of p53. How strict this separation actually is, is still

subject to debate. The following paragraphs provide an overview across both �elds and

the intermediate discussion.

DNA-damage response

Exposure to ultraviolet light, ionizing radiation or chemical agents among others can cause

DNA damage like double strand breaks (DSB). This can lead to the accumulation of

mutations, through incomplete repair. These mutations can be the point of origin of

cancerous growths by activating oncogenes or inactivating tumour suppressors.

The p53 pathway is very responsive to DSBs but also single strand nicks [121]. The initial

activation is mediated by ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) and ataxia telangiectasia

and Rad3-related (ATR) protein kinases, which are involved in DNA damage signaling.

They phosphorylate p53 at diverse post-translational modi�cation sites, varying according

to type and intensity of the damage (reviewed in [199]). This stabilises the p53 protein

and provokes a corresponding cell cycle arrest, senescense or apoptosis.

In blocking the cell cycle, p53 provides a timing window to repair the DNA damage. It

can also trigger apoptotic signalling, in case of persistent or extensive DNA damage. This

permanently inactivates or removes fatally damaged cells from an organism.

A p53 DNA damage response activation is also what leads to mortality from exposure

to high amounts of radioactive radiation. The resulting extensive and systemic DNA

damage leads to widespread apoptosis and �nally collective organ failure. This explains,

that avoiding the p53 response directly after irradiation mitigates this pathological e�ect

drastically in mice [44].

It is interesting to note, that an increased DNA damage response is frequently found

in the early development of tumours even before mutations in the p53 pathway or other

chromosomal aberrations. Cells that proliferate abnormally in early neoplasias show ac-

tivated DNA synthesis. An abnormal proliferation also leads to more frequent break o�

of the replication fork and subsequent DNA damage. This is not the case in other fast-

proliferating tissues. Research shows this is probably due to aberrant expression of cyklins.

This inhibits and terminates replication forks [18].

It could also be shown in vitro, that DNA damage response is necessary for oncogene

induced senescence. A knockdown of the DNA damage regulator ATM eliminates this re-

18



1.2. The tumour suppressor p53

sponse. Moreover, the expression of oncogenic Harvey rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog

(HRAS) was found to induce DNA damage foci [18].

This shows a close connection between the DNA damage response and the tumour sup-

pressive functions of TP53. DNA damage induced senescence provides a safety measure

that inhibits abnormal growth independent from known tumour suppressive pathways. It

is however not su�cient on its own, and p53 tumour suppression does use other pathways

for its e�ect.

One model explains the tumour suppression of p53 in part through its DNA response

mechanism. The activated checkpoint kinases phosphorylate p53 and activate its DNA

damage response. The model states, that the increased frequency of DNA damage in

abnormally proliferating cells could be the cause for p53 mediated tumour suppression

through cell cycle arrest [95].

Tumour suppression response

Tumour suppression requires a �ne distinction between normal and neoplastic cells, since

both rely on similar endogenous or exogenous proliferative and angiogenic signaling. The

di�erence lies mainly in the persistence and self su�ciency of signaling in neoplasias [131].

It is interesting to note, that p53 itself does neither sense, nor is it activated by aberrant

cell signaling. The role of p53 in tumour suppression is dependent on its activation through

mediators. Only after activation p53 mediates cell cycle arrest or senescense/apoptosis,

thereby e�ectively suppressing the tumour.

The most prominent tumour dependent activator of p53 is the p19/ARF protein path-

way. This pathway can be activated by oncogenes and inhibits mouse double minute 2

homolog (MDM2), the negative regulator of p53 [44, 65]. It is induced by aberrantly high

proliferative signals, a frequent but not the only trait of cancer. Continuous low level

expression of oncogenes like c-Myc and HRAS however is able to circumvent this and

still cause tumours [262, 212]. This means, that p53 tumour suppression is dependent on

signaling intensity and not the actually oncogenic persistence.

The e�ectors of p53 mediated tumour suppression are still subject to research. The

tumour suppression e�ect is mediated by a small subset of p53 activated genes. Not all

transactivation domains of p53 are needed for tumour suppressive function [27] and several

knockout models of p53 target genes still could not fully replicate the tumour susceptibility

of p53 loss (reviewed in [182]).

A basic overview of the TP53 pathway is shown in �gure 1.3 on the next page. A more

detailed overview is included in the appendix chapter A.1.3 in �gure A.2.
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Figure 1.3.: Schematic of p53 pathway with the p53�MDM2 feedback loop in the center. The
core regulators are noted together with their mode of posttranslational modi�cations. Also the p53
e�ectors and their mode of activation can be seen on the bottom. Again the range of outcomes is
indicated. Figure taken from [324].
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Additional functions of p53 TP53 also plays a role in cell and organismal aging. The

activity of p53 in cells can lead to cell cycle arrest senescence or apoptosis. With time, this

slowly depletes tissues of the pluripotent regenerative cells and cell niches that have also

taken DNA damage. This is basically an endogenous damaging of the tissue, which �nally

results in the degeneration that characterises the aging process. Some evidence suggests,

that hightened p53 activity even promotes the aging process. Activation of p53 promotes

cell ageing via the mTOR pathway [161].

The TP53 gene shows more functionality beyond its role in cell cycle regulation. In its

inactive state it also in�uences physiological functions like fertility [119], cell metabolism

[133], mitochondrial respiration [193], autophagy [290], cell adhesion [89], stem cell main-

tenance [85] an development [51]. Mitochondrial p53 protein shows RNAse activity and

degrades exonucleolytic RNA in the cytoplasm. This enhances the accuracy of DNA syn-

thesis in mitochondria and is indeed lost in some oncogenic TP53 mutants [17].

1.2.4. Gene regulation

Under physiological conditions p53 activity is ubiquitous but low. These expression levels

are su�cient for mediating physiological functions. The half life of the protein is a mirror

to its �exible function: a short 5 � 20 min allow for quick adaptations.

The TP53 gene with its central role in cell cycle regulation and DNA integrity is un-

derstandably tightly regulated. Its main regulator is the ubiquitin ligase murine double

minute 2 (MDM2). It acts in a complex with murine double minute 4 (MDM4) and leads

to p53 ubiquitinylation and subsequent degradation [120]. The two proteins are linked in

a negative regulatory feedback loop.

The interaction of p53 protein to MDM2 occurs between a C-terminal helix in the trans-

activation domain (TAD) of p53 (residues 18 - 26) and more weakly between p53 nascent

turn motifs (residues 40 - 56). Mutation located in these TADs can inhibit the interaction

and thereby distort the p53-MDM2 regulatory feedback loop [42, 174].

Figure 1.4 on the next page shows a simpli�ed schematic of the direct regulatory network

of p53 by proteasomal degradation.

The �ne tuning of the activity is mediated by several posttranslational modi�cations.

The p53 protein is the target of phosphorylation, acetylation, ubiquitinylation, neddylation

and methylations. The complex pattern of modi�cation sites and corresponding enzymes

is reviewed in [296].
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Figure 1.4.: The p53 protein is degraded via ubiquitylation (Ub) and the proteasom. This is
mediated by E3 ubiquitin ligases, mainly by MDM2. p53 and MDM2 are connected in a neg-
ative feedback loop as p53 induces MDM2 expression. Furthermore, MDM2 ubiquitylates both
itself and MDM4. MDM4 itself inhibits p53-mediated transcription. The herpesvirus-associated
ubiquitin-speci�c protease (HAUSP; also known as USP7) deubiquitylates MDM2 and p53. DAXX
interacts with both HAUSP and MDM2 and directs HAUSP activity towards MDM2 and MDM4,
thus promoting p53 turnover. DNA damage phosphorylates (P) p53 by the ataxia telangiectasia
mutated (ATM) and ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related (ATR) protein kinases. This sepa-
rates the protein complex, thereby stabilising p53 and leading to MDM2 and MDM4 degradation.
Figure taken from [199].

1.2.5. Mutations of the TP53 gene

There is a strong selection against p53 function in the majority of human cancers. There-

fore, indirect or direct alteration of the p53 pathway is a frequent event [239]. This occurs

through a range of mutations either within the TP53 gene itself or in its pathways targets.

These mutations are evolutionary selected for during cancer development, due to its central

role for tumour suppression.

It is interesting to note, that inactivating p53 mutations di�er from tumour type to

tumour type. The reason behind this is still not completely understood. In lung cancer

common hot-spot mutants are replaced by mutations caused by the benzo(a)-pyrene in

cigarette smoke, which frequently causes G>T transversions [239]. Brain and breast can-

cers are more prone to carry mutations within DNA binding domain, while rarely found in

adrenocortical carcinoma [222]. This possibly re�ects the tumour speci�c selective pressure

on certain p53 up- or downstream targets.

A selection of TP53 mutations will be covered in the following paragraphs.
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1.2. The tumour suppressor p53

Loss of function mutations of TP53

The most straightforward mutations of p53 cause a loss of its function by indirect or direct

inactivation [239] and is the underlying defect in Li-Fraumeni multiple cancer syndrome

[13]. Naturally, this can be the e�ect of a physical loss or a mutation of the TP53 locus.

The location, type and frequency of TP53 somatic mutations have been surveyed across

a wide range of human cancers [223]. 86% of TP53 mutations lie between codons 125

and 300, broadly corresponding to the DNA binding region. Most are missense mutations

that lead to p53 protein species with altered conformation or lacking speci�c DNA binding

function [276, 75, 271].

Apart from mutations in the TP53 gene itself, the most common mutations in the

TP53 pathway happen in the direct p53 regulators. The most prominent example is the

deregulation of the ubiquitin ligase MDM2 [81]. Its upregulation leads to accelerated p53

ubiquitinylation. This destabilises the negative feedback loop (compare �gure 1.4) and p53

gets degraded.

This loss of function facilitates tumour development and in�uences global gene expression

because the physiological functions are also lost [219].

Gain of function mutation of p53

Certain mutations exhibit a dominant negative e�ect and may impart 'gain-of-function'

oncogenic properties that are incompletely understood (reviewed in [225]). They may cause

faster proliferation [265] or immortalisation of cells [32], in addition to the loss of wildtype

p53 function. Some p53 mutants aid tumour development by enhancing vascularization

via a reactive oxygen species (ROS)-mediated activation of the HIF1/VEGF-A pathway

[134], or provide chemoresistance [301].

A prominent human hot spot mutation is the TP53R273H contact mutant. This means,

the exchanged amino acid is in direct contact with DNA [43]. In vitro it mediates re-

sistance to apoptosis caused from the chemotherapeutics doxorubicin and methotrexate

[331], promotes invasiveness and migration of endometrial cancer cells [60] and enhances

proliferation in a prostrate cancer cell line [310]. This mutation has also been modelled in

mice and shown gain of function e�ects also in vivo [221].

A more severe mutation is TP53R175H, a hot spot gain of function mutation identi�ed

in humans. In contrast to TP53R273H, it is a structural p53 mutation that mitigates p53

tetramerisation [271]. It is particularly potent in promoting carcinogenesis or supporting

its foundations.

R175H mutant p53 inhibits wild-type p53 interaction with promoter elements [329, 313].

This in turn prevents the transcription-dependent p53 functions referred to in chapter 1.2.3.
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It has also been found to advance angiogenesis in tumours, thereby securing the oxygen

and nutrient supply of the proliferating cells [134]. It also promotes epithelial mesenchymal

transition, a process that is believed to play an important role for tumour metastases and

tissue invasion [142]. It has shown immortalization e�ects in in vitro experiments [32].

Like TP53R273H, it has also been transferred onto a murine background and shown in vivo

e�ectiveness [221]. Based on these characteristics, it was chosen as the target mutation in

this work.

1.2.6. Rescue of wildtype p53 function

Wildtype p53 is a potent inhibitor of tumorous growth. This can be seen by the strong

selection against p53 function in cancer. It is interesting to note, that recent research

has managed to reactivate the wildtype TP53 allele or protein within tumours. This

can lead to a profound decrease of tumour size and cancer regression [309]. There are

trials to transfer this �nding into human treatment. The reactivation was mediated by

small molecules stabilising p53 [322] or immunologically by antibodies targeting a common

epitope of mutant p53 [226]. Naturally, this whole approach necessitates a remaining

functional TP53 allele and no dominant negative TP53 mutations present.

1.3. Gastric cancer and Li Fraumeni disease

This work was part of a large project to model gastrointestinal diseases in porcine animal

models. The TP53 gene knockout would predestine the animal model into a wide range of

cancers, but in combination with molecular techniques should serve as a model of gastric

cancer and alternatively Li-Fraumeni disease.

The scienti�c background for this stems from research of human pathologies. It is known,

that TP53 mutations or modi�cations play a role in gastric cancer and are the major cause

for Li-Fraumeni syndrome [13, 252]. Further knowledge has been gained in rodent models,

that support the viability of this works approach. Here, p53 knockout and mutated mice

have shown increased susceptibility to stomach or intestinal carcinogenesis and Li Fraumeni

like syndromes [109, 221, 306, 335].

1.3.1. Gastric cancer

Gastric cancer is one of the leading causes of cancer related deaths worldwide. This is not

due to inoperability like cancer in other organs might be. Even a complete resection of

the stomach is feasible and even conducted just for dietary restriction. Possibly the main

reason this cancer is so deadly is, that its early stages are often overlooked or misinterpreted.
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This proves to be fatal, as complete resection and cure can practically only be achieved in

pre-metastatic early phases of tumour development.

Disease in numbers

Gastric cancer cases are unequally distributed across the globe, but overall is the fourth

most common cancer worldwide. High incidence regions like northern Asia with 69 cases

per 100.000 people stand in contrast to low risk regions in Africa or Australia with only 4-

10 cases per 100.000 people. The incidence of mid- and distal intestinal gastric carcinoma

is declining worldwide. Cancer in the cardia is on the rise however. This may be due

to decreasing Helicobacter pylori (H. pylori) infections but at the same time increasing

obesity. The latter is suspected to promote gastric cardia- and esophageal carcinoma.

These changing trends are also expected to emerge in South America and Asia (review

see [3, 204]) There are already more new cases diagnosed each year in China than in

any other country. In Japan it was the most common type of cancer for men. In Western

countries, the most common sites of gastric cancer are the proximal lesser curvature, cardia,

and gastroesophageal junction [3]. In the United States there were 37,600 new diagnoses

and 25,150 deaths from upper gastrointestinal cancers in 2009, making it one of the least

common cancers in North America, yet.

In Japan and Korea, where screenings are widespread and common, early detection

is often possible. In other countries, gastric cancer is often diagnosed at an advanced

stage. Early gastric cancer is mostly overlooked or misinterpreted as dysplasia. However,

these lesions already show lymph-node metastases of 2-5% for mucosal and even higher

(11-20%) for submucosal locations [338]. Therefore, the rate of survival di�ers greatly

between Japan (∼52%), in comparison to survival in the USA, Europe, and China (∼28%)
(http://seer.cancer.gov/). Survival in patients with unresectable gastric cancer is low, but

even if the cancer is resectable lies below 50% in developed countries (excluding Japan)

[101].

Therefore, there is a demand for predictive biomarkers, that can be used to detect

the early and resectable GC stages. Current biomarkers can give indications about disease

progression and severity of prognosis. Large amounts of research have identi�ed biomarkers

through serum proteomics [249, 183] or comparative genome analysis [297]. Mutations in

the p53 gene are also an event used for gastric cancer prognosis [252].

Risk factors

Risk factors in cancers usually involve hereditary as well as environmental components.

In gastric cancer, since the stomach is an organ heavily contested by the environment,
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genetic predisposition only accounts for 1% - 3% of all cases. Within these the predominant

mutation is a defect in the E-cadherin locus correllated to 25% of hereditary gastric cancers

[72]. Loss of this cell adhesion molecule facilitates tissue disorganization and thus cancerous

dedi�erentiation. Mutation carriers have a lifetime gastric cancer risk of 67% in men and

83% in women. Therefore usually a prophylactic removal of the stomach is advised if there

is a known familial history [123]. Moreover, men are more susceptible to intestinal gastric

cancer than women, possibly for hormonal reasons [35].

Risk factors for non-hereditary gastric cancer are known to be smoking, high salt intake

and obesity. Over time, they cause long term damage to the stomach and facilitate tissue

transformation. Therefore, the most successful way to avoid GC is actually a healthy life

style and diet.

Apart from this, gastric infection with H. pylori is able to promote gastric carcinogenesis.

These bacteria were classi�ed as carcinogens by the World Health Organisation in 1994

as about one in �ve infected patients develops gastric ulcers. In one in hundred cases

infection leads to gastric adenocarcinomas [279]. This development was also modeled

successfully in animals [141]. H. pylori is specialised in long term colonisation of the

gastric mucosa, thus it eventually provokes a long term immune reaction and in�ammation.

The infection progresses through chronic super�cial (non-atrophic) to atrophic gastritis,

intestinal metaplasia, and dysplasia toward GC.

It has been shown, that the genetic background of vacA and cagA alleles of H. pylori

in�uences cancer development [180, 337]. The patients immune response [49, 83], mucosal

and oxidative stress protection [33] and detoxi�cation processes [300] also in�uence GC risk.

Therefore, the correlation of H. pylori infection and gastric cancer risk in a population is

not universal. Not all regions with frequent H. pylori infections, such as Africa, show

elevated cancer risk. Nevertheless, H. pylori eradication can have a prophylactic e�ect

against GC in high risk regions (reviewed in [132])

Oncogenesis

In general, GC is divided into adenocarcinomas of two histologic entities: the intestinal

and the di�use type, with distinct epidemiological and genetic patterns.

The intestinal subtype is characterised by a well di�erentiated tumour. Here the disease

progresses along from gastritis to gastric intestinal metaplasia and dysplasia to cancer.

This type mainly develops in elder people with a history of chronic gastritis.

Younger patients with gastric cancer predominantly show the undi�erentiated di�use

type of tumour. This lesion typically develops directly from in�ammatory foci, skipping
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atrophic gastritis and metaplasia. This type of cancer shows stronger hereditary in�uence

and multifocal distribution in the stomach.

In�ammatory processes in the mucosa are understood to be the basis of both lesions.

In�ammation and the associated cytokines leads to macrophage accumulation, higher tissue

turnover and predisposes for abnormally elevated proliferation. Also genetic stability is

compromised, as mutagenic substances like reactive oxygen [15, 70] or nitrogen species [80]

can arise during gastric in�ammation. This initially promotes apoptosis of cells, the exact

opposite of a carcinoma. The mutation frequency has been shown to be 4 fold higher in

a H. pylori infected mouse model compared to wildtype conditions [299]. The persistence

of these mutagens over time leads to an accumulation of DNA damage, loss of tumour

suppressor genes, activation of oncogenes and thus cancer.

1.3.2. Li Fraumeni syndrome

Li Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) is an extremely rare pathology in humans that is de�ned

by a hereditary early onset of cancers, often with several tumours developing within one

patient. There are only about 400 cases in total reported in the literature [175]. The

�rst report of the disease in literature was after a widespread epidemiological study in

childhood sarcoma [165�167]. It follows an autosomal dominant inheritance and usually

a�ects multiple members of a family. These tumours are not con�ned to a certain tissue

of origin like GC but rather show diverse types. The most common LFS type tumours

are soft tissue sarcomas and osteosarcomas, breast cancer, brain tumors, leukemia and

adrenocortical carcinoma. It has also been linked to cases of both di�use and intestinal

gastric cancer [191]. Figure 1.5 shows a pedigree of a family with LFS [187].

Figure 1.5.: Schematic pedigree of a family with LFS. A�ected family members are marked as
black circles and squares; deceased cases are crossed out. The age of con�rmed cancers are indicated
next to the abbreviations of cancer type: BB = bilateral breast cancer; BR = unilateral breast
cancer; CNS = tumour in the central nervous system; LK = leukemia; CPC = choroid plexus
carcinoma; RMS = rhabdomyosarcoma; OS = osteosarcoma. Figure from [187]
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This heterogenous trait is embodied in the de�nition of LFS: �a proband with a sarcoma

before the age of 45 years and a �rst-degree relative with any cancer before the age of

45 years and one additional �rst- or second-degree relative in the same lineage with any

cancer before the age of 45 years or a sarcoma at any age�.

The related Li-Fraumeni-like syndrome (LFL) is de�ned less stringently through a pa-

tient with any cancer during childhood, or a sarcoma, brain tumor, or adrenocortical tumor

before 45 years of age. Again with an additional �rst- or second-degree relative in the same

lineage with a typical LFS tumor at any age, and another �rst- or second-degree relative

in the same lineage with any cancer before the age of 60 years [22]. This de�nition is some-

times de�ned more broadly as 2 di�erent LFS-related tumors in �rst- or second-degree

relatives at any age [64].

Both LFS and LFL are closely linked to germline mutations within the tumour suppressor

gene TP53. Mutations of the gene are found in approximately 70% of LFS patients and

40% of the LFL cases [13]. This type of LFS is referred to as LFS1.

Non-p53 LFS/LFL cases could in parts be linked to mutations in the checkpoint kinase

2 (CHEK2) or a locus on chromosome 1q23 [13]. These disease subtypes are referred to as

LFS2 and LFS3 respectively.

Understandably, the lifetime cancer risk of a�ected patients is very high. For males it

rises with age to a maximum of 27% under the age of 45 and 54% beyond. In women the

risk is signi�cantly higher with 82% before the age of 45 and 100% beyond [332]. This

discrepancy stems from the high rate of breast cancer.

The treatment of LFS is actually the treatment for each emerging type of cancer. A

cure for the hereditary predisposition would require a systemic somatic gene therapy, a

goal that is and probably will always be out of reach.

1.4. Animal models

Research for novel therapeutic approaches and the molecular understanding of oncogenesis

is carried out both in in vitro and in vivo models. Cellular in vitro test systems, while

convenient to set up and access, are subject to severe limitations. They fail to replicate

the natural cellular environment and interactions and are only applicable to cell types that

can be kept in culture. If the research in question demands more of its test system it

has to be moved into a more complex environment: the animal model. In current cancer

research animal models therefore play an important role. They are used to identify early

disease stages that are still operable but untraceable in humans. They are also paramount

in pre-clinical trials and testing of novel therapies. They allow for high case numbers under
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de�ned conditions in contrast to studies in humans. Also the detailed observation of the

whole timeline of disease development is possible.

1.4.1. Rodent cancer models

Rodents are at present the most common species used to model human disease conditions,

having the advantage of low cost, short generation interval, easy handling and facility of ge-

netic modi�cation. Multiple cancers and their molecular background have been researched

in rodents.

In some cases the cancerous disease occurs naturally and does not require additional

interference. Mice for example tend to die of naturally occurring age dependent cancers.

Hepatocellular carcinomas and adenomas are the most prevalent neoplasms. Also reticulum

cell sarcomas, lymphomas and lung tumours are found [245]. Inbred mice from the CE/J

strain develop tumours similar to the LFS spectrum mentioned in chapter 1.3.2 [68].

The use of naturally occurring cancers in research however is limited. They are not

guaranteed to occur and the type of cancer can not be predicted beforehand. This leads to

higher numbers of animals that need to be observed and no directed research. The advent

of molecular biology and genetic modi�cation technologies lead to an increase in arti�cially

induced or even genetically de�ned rodent models for human cancerous diseases. These

models have the advantage of high incidence and prevalence of prede�ned cancers, thereby

reducing research e�ort and animal experiments. In the following paragraphs a subset of

these will be shown in more detail.

Simple, unspeci�c models are based on the administration of carcinogenic substances to

the animals. For example, mutagenic and nonmutagenic exposure of rats lead to changes of

p53 and K-ras in rat lung tumours [20]. It was also found, that a diabetic mouse model is

more susceptible to eternal carcinogenesis by N-methyl-N-nitrosourea (MNU) [340]. How-

ever, carcinogen induced tumour models are always less speci�c and the information gained

therefore less valuable.

More speci�c models arose with the technologies for directed genomic modi�cation.

The most prominent cancerous mutations found in humans were re-created in rodents.

The known oncogene K-ras with its most prominent mutation K-rasG12D is a commonly

used gene for inducing cancer in an animal model. Mice with conditionally activatable

K-rasG12D mutants were generated and the mutations e�ects shown in various tissues.

Ubiquitous expression of the mutation from its endogenous promotor lead to gastric hy-

perplasia [192]. When the expression was directed by the keratin 5 promotor, the mice

showed squamous cell carcinogenesis [312].

The tumour suppressor TP53 was another important target. Mice and rats with hetero-
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and homozygous TP53 knockout were generated [58, 306], as well as mice carrying TP53

mutations homologous to human hot spots [221]. Mice de�cient in p53 were found to be

highly susceptible to MNU primed carcinogenesis compared to heterozygous and wild type

controls [335]. Also crossings of several de�cient genotypes were performed e.g. combining

TP53 with K-ras mutations, thus promoting pancreatic cancerous lesions [109].

Of interest in this work were mouse models generated for gastric cancer research.

Oshima et al. have generated a transgenic mouse model for stomach cancer by arti�cially

expressing in�ammation and proliferation inducing factors. The expression was directed

into the gastrointestinal tract by the cytokeratin 19 (KRT19) promotor. They observed the

development of stomach cancer through intermediate spasmolytic polypeptide-expressing

metaplasia with high penetrance and of severe phenotype in triple transgenic mice with

KRT19-Wnt1, KRT-cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2) and KRT-microsomal prostaglandin E syn-

thase 1 (mPTGES1) expression constructs [228]. Mice lacking the Wnt1 transgene would

form hyper- and metaplasia through chronic in�ammation in the stomach but leave out the

abundant proliferation promoted by Wnt1 [126, 229, 227]. Only preneoplastic lesions with

no malignant transformations were found in singular Wnt1 transgenic mice [228]. This

indicates the interplay of in�ammation and defective proliferation, which in the end leads

to gastric cancer.

Another in�ammation based model was demonstrated in mice with gene knockouts.

Intestinal gastric cancer developed in mice de�cient for estrogen-responsive gene trefoil

protein (pS2) [160] or lacking the Src homology protein 2 (SHP2) binding site on the

interleukin 6 family receptor gp130 [130].

A third approach was the generation of mice with arti�cial directed overexpression of

potentially oncogenic factors. In one mouse model gastrin was expressed in pancreatic

beta cells and secreted into the circulation, causing hypergastrinemia and lastly gastric

carcinogenesis [317]. Directed expression by stomach speci�c promoters was used to cause

gastric cancer by the simian virus 40 (SV40) large tumour antigen expressed from the

ATPase, H+/K+ exchanging, beta polypeptide (ATP4b) proton pump promoter [286] or

interleukin 1 beta as a procarcinogen [302].

Finally mouse models with mutations in cadherins were generated to model the common

human hereditary mutations. Gastric signet ring cell carcinoma were found in cadherin

1 (Cdh1) +/- mice challenged with the carcinogen MNU [122]. Mice with complete E-

cadherin loss were generated [205] and in combination with a loss of p53 the animals

developed di�use gastric cancer with 100% penetrance within a year [269].
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1.4.2. The need for large animal models

Overall, mouse models develop cancerous lesions with varying degrees of similarity to the

human counterparts. They were crucial for a better understanding of gastric oncogenesis.

But there are also severe constraints regarding the applicability of rodent models for

human diseases (reviewed in [5]): Some rodent models simply fail to replicate the human

disease phenotype rendering research on the topics impractical e.g. for familial adenoma-

tous polyposis (FAP). Major di�erences in human and rodent diet distort the background

of gastrointestinal research. And most obvious, the small size of mice and other rodents

hinders translation of results. Scaling of treatment routines like chemotherapeutic dosage

is very problematic, also given the di�erences in metabolism [201]. Obviously endoscopic

visualization and surgical procedures have to be �tted / developed anew.

There is therefore an urgent need for disease models in species that more closely resemble

humans in scale, anatomy and general physiology. In biomedical research this role can be

ful�lled by pigs. They also have the advantage of relatively short gestation, large litter sizes

and well-established husbandry procedures compared to other large animals. Anatomy

and organ sizes in pigs are comparable to humans and thus pigs are commonly used in

transplantation, or surgical research [284, 303]. For example, pigs are widely used for the

training of endoscopic dissections [87, 114, 234, 282].

Humans and pigs are also closely related at the molecular level: The genomic sequences

are highly homologous [21] and the pigs metabolome has been found to be comparable to

the human with few di�erences [201].

It is interesting to note, that the porcine pregnane X receptor protein is more similar

to the human form than the murine protein. This is a regulator of the important drug

metabolising p450 cytochrome CYP3A and can help provide better results in screenings

of drug metabolising e�ects [334].

Similarities were also found in tumour biology: Telomerase expression is low under

physiological conditions and gets reactivated in cancerous tissues both in humans [278]

as well as in pigs [235]. Also, spontaneous myelogenous leukemia development has been

observed in inbred minipigs with pathological characteristics comparable to humans [62].

1.4.3. Pigs in biomedicine

Pigs have been used in medical and scienti�c research for a long time. Their above men-

tioned advantages and similarities to human make them such valuable models. The wide

applicable range of pigs in biomedicine will be introduced in the following paragraphs.
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Externally induced models

A dietary model of human diabetes type 2 was successfully generated in minipigs [37].

This again shows the similarity of pig and human regarding gastrointestinal phenotypes.

Diabetes type 2 � so called "prosperity diabetes" � is emerging as a prominent problem in

the Western world and case numbers are expected to rise.

Simpli�ed cancer models are derived by ectopic inductions of pathologies. Carcinogen

treatment (e.g. with MNU [335]) has been used in rats, resulting in cancer development.

For pigs however, this approach might be impractical due to their large size and dosage.

There is a dietary model of gastric ulcers in speci�cally fed pigs. They can be induced

merely by a small particle size of the diet and might serve as a medical training model

for early gastric irritations [12]. Later disease stages are simulated by surgically in�icting

wounds in the animal. For example, bleeding peptic ulcers were simulated by cutting pigs

stomachs in a non survival training models [41].

A more straightforward approach was used by Adam et al. by the transplantation of in

vitro modi�ed cells. These cells were pre-treated to overexpress oncogenic factors: SV40

large T, c-myc and oncogenic activated K-ras [1]. They did show tumorous growth and

could also be used for treatment developments. However, it completely lacks the natural

early stages of cancer development, and it relies on several very severe oncogenes to drive

proliferation.

The major drawback of all of these ectopic methods is the lack of natural disease de-

velopment in an endogenous environment. Genetic modi�cation facilitates and de�nes the

disease outbreak as genetic predispositions are causative in a variety of cancers. Ideally,

this reduces screening intensity and quantity since disease speci�cs are known beforehand

and the cancer develops with high penetrance.

The following chapter provides an overview across genetically modi�ed pig models that

strive to better mimic human pathologies.

Genetically modi�ed models

Several genetically modi�ed pigs have been generated for biomedicine. They are based

on engineered gene expression or inhibition and most are generated through somatic cell

nuclear transfer (SCNT).

Some animal simply express visible marker genes like enhanced green �uorescent protein

(EGFP) (initially transduced into oocytes [30] or �broblasts [154]), red �uorescent human-

ised Kusabira-Orange [194] and other combinations [320]. They could be used for example

in cell tracking / transplantation experiments. In parallel, porcine models are generated

to provide utility tools for molecular biology. Cre-recombinase expressing animals or tet-
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on/o� systems are vital to move the �eld toward the complexity of genetic modi�cations

now available in rodent models [38, 138].

Xenotransplantation The �rst animal with clinical applicability was produced to fa-

cilitate pig-to-human xenotransplantation. The motivation for this was to combat the

shortage of donor organs. However, xenotransplantation is accompanied with severe im-

munological problems. The humoral and cell mediated rejection of foreign organs (reviewed

in [137]) has to be circumvented. Current research tries to achieve this either by humanis-

ing the tissue [143, 153], arti�cially expressing complement regulators [82, 251] or, in the

future, combinations thereof.

Regarding this topic, there exists the disputed risk of porcine endogenous retroviruses

(PERVs) being transmitted to humans during the transplantation [56, 236]. The issue has

been addressed with anti PERV RNA interference (RNAi) [236]. However, to date no in

vivo infection in immunosuppressed primates with PERVs was observed [277].

Transplantation studies are also carried out in the reverse human-to-pig xenotransplanta-

tion. Here, cell transplantation techniques like stem cell treatments should be established

for the human clinic. This research of course also has to deal with immuno-rejection.

Therefore, an important breakthrough in this �eld has been the generation of immunode-

�cient pigs with an interleukin 2 receptor gamma gene knockout [283]. These pigs exhibit

severe combined immunode�ciency (SCID) and can be used in pre-clinical trials of these

therapies.

Cardiovascular Another aspect of clinical research in pigs is the cardiovascular system.

Due to its high similarity it provides an excellent model for human phenotypes. Porcine

models were generated with altered fatty acid ratios, believed to be bene�cial for the cardio

vasculature [152], or altered endothelial signal molecules nitric oxide (NO) [100, 326] and

hydrogen peroxide [327] to clarify their role in vasculature.

Alzheimer's disease The similarity in size and physiology of the human and porcine

brain [145] sparked the interest of Alzheimer's disease (AD) researchers. In humans AD

leads to neurodegeneration due to toxic accumulation of A-beta peptides [315]. Researchers

have generated a pig expressing a dominant mutation of A-beta [145] in the brain. The

authors presume it will take 1-2 years for the phenotype to develop [92].

Diabetes As mentioned above, pigs were also used as models for diabetes research. This

disease has also been modeled by genetic modi�cations. The current transgenic porcine

model for type III diabetes is based on a mutated human hepatocyte nuclear factor 1-alpha

(HNF1 alpha) gene [305]. Type II diabetes was modelled in transgenic pigs by expressing an

impaired glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide (GIP) receptor. These pigs showed

impaired beta-cell proliferation and low oral glucose tolerance [257].

Cystic �brosis Recently pigs were able to prove their necessity as a large animal model
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when researchers were able to replicate the phenotype for a human disease, which the

mouse models were unable to recreate. It was a porcine model for cystic �brosis (CF) by

modi�cations of the CFTR gene [139, 260, 261]. Existing mouse models with the same

gene mutant did not recapitulate the human disease development in the lung. In contrast,

the pigs did exhibit lung pathology similar to humans and helped resolve a question of the

order of events in CF development. The initiating step is a mitigated removal of bacteria

due to the more viscous mucous. This is later followed by severe in�ammation [202, 243].

Cancer For cancer research the de�ned models are still lacking. The initial model

utilised transplanted oncogenic cells [1], however without the ability to accurately model

human cancers. Recent research has generated a porcine model for breast cancer by a

BRCA 1 gene knockout via adeno-associated virus (AAV) [185]. However, the liveborn

piglets all died within 18 days, so no in vivo insight has been gained yet. Within our own

lab we modi�ed the APC gene. APC is a tumour suppressor gene in the Wnt pathway

that is commonly mutated in cancers. It inhibits the Wnt/beta-catenin signaling pathway

by promoting beta-catenin degradation. We introduced the two most common truncated

protein mutants found in FAP that result in reduced beta-catenin degradation. The same

as in the case of cystic �brosis, these animals re�ect the human phenotype more closely

than the mouse [73]. Also these animals are viable and initial in vivo experiments will

soon commence.

Other diseases and applicationsAnother porcine model has been developed for spinal

muscular atrophy (SMA) a common genetic cause of infant mortality. The causative gene

mutations in survival motor neuron (SMN1) have been transferred into a pig genomic

background and animals generated to test e�cacies of SMA medication. Now e�orts are

underway to ectopically express the SMN2 gene in pigs, which is only conserved in humans,

to recreate the SMA phenotype [181]. Macular degeneration was modeled in pigs [275] as

well as immunode�ciency e.g. by a kappa light chain KO [200, 250]

Pigs are also utilised as bioreactors for pharmaceuticals � so called �pharming� [136].

Porcine mammary glands could serve for large scale production of 2-3 liters of milk per

day and are suitable for the synthesis and processing of proteins. This is of particular inter-

est, since modern pharmaceuticals extend into the �eld of antibodies or macromolecules.

Approximations regarding the yield of protein of interest and transgenic pigs needed for

production show the immense potential of the method. Only 60 transgenic pigs would

su�ce to cover the needs of the United States for factor IX [308]. However, other animals

like cows are of course even better suited for this type of pharming, due to higher milk

yield.

Still, several transgenic pigs were generated, overexpressing pharmaceuticals like human

factor VIII [230] and IX [307], haemoglobin [285], human protein C [307] and erythropoietin
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[231], human granulocyte-macrophage stimulating factor [232] and van Willebrand factor

[159].

Agricultural considerations

Genetically modi�ed pigs could also play an important roles in agriculture, regarding

feeding e�ciency and waste / pollution reduction [91], meat production [169, 323] and heat

stress resistance e.g. by overexpression of heat shock protein 70 [39].

1.4.4. Technologies for genome modi�cation

The technologies needed for the genome modi�cation in pigs are described in the following

paragraphs. From their beginning in 1985 they have become more and more re�ned, but

still do not match the toolkit available in mouse.

Introducing non-directed modi�cations

Early experiments were carried out in fertilised oocytes. The �rst genetic modi�cations

in pigs was generated by pronuclear microinjection of DNA into an oocyte [97]. Later on,

methods with higher e�ciency like oozyte transduction with replication de�cient viruses

[30, 112] and sperm mediated DNA transfer were applied [157].

More recent methods are based on modifying the genome of somatic cells in vitro.

Generally speaking, the desired DNA sequences are introduced into the cells. A wide

array of transfection methods are used to physically transfer the DNA sequences into the

nucleus, for example by complexation with chemicals, nano-particles or lipid vesicles. The

electroporation of cell membranes is also widely used to allow DNA access.

In some cases, the introduced sequences randomly integrate into the genome. Selection

processes enrich for these events and the diverse random cell clones are screened for their

suitability. DNA sequences sometimes integrate as multimeric concatemeres, in random

orientations and also potentially in multiple loci.

This principle has been used in conjunction with SCNT to generate porcine models with

arti�cial transgene expressions, several of which are mentioned above in chapter 1.4.3: for

example for Alzheimers disease [145] and diabetes [257].

Introducing site speci�c modi�cations

Some disease models can require site directed modi�cations of the genome. Speci�c muta-

tions were necessary for example to generate the models for CFTR [139] and FAP [73].

A well established method to achieve this is "gene targeting".

This technique modi�es an endogenous gene by means of homologous recombination

(HR). It relies on "gene targeting vectors" � plasmids containing the homologous region
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of the target gene and the desired modi�cation. Large constructs of homologous DNA se-

quence that are transfected into cells can lead to HR between itself and the "host genome"

by utilising the cells endogenous DNA repair mechanisms. Modi�cations that are engi-

neered in between homologous sequences can be introduced along with it. This targeted

gene modi�cation can also introduce expression cassettes with low copy numbers (1 per

targeted allele) in contrast to random integration.

The main obstacle of this method is the low e�ciency of HR. Most of the times it

requires a complex experimental design to allow gene targeting. Due to the low e�ciency

of gene targeting, the targeting vectors usually carry features to enrich for positive gene

targeting event. For example, resistance genes without promoters or polyA signals (so

called promoter or polyA traps), relying on the endogenous features of the targeted site

to take over these functions. The addition of nucleus localisation sequences (NLS) also

enhances DNA uptake into the nucleus and thereby HR [171, 53] and cell cycle synchrony

can also play an important role [206].

Gene targeting is more e�cient in embryonic stem cells (ESC) (e.g. 78% in mouse ESCs

without promoter trap [291]) than in somatic cells (1-2% in fetal �broblasts with promoter

trap [250]; 1.6% in primary porcine kidney cells with bacterial arti�cial chromosome (BAC)

targeting [139]). However, ESCs are not yet established for large animal model systems like

the pig. The induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC) technology has emerged as an alternative

for gene targeting in species with no ESCs available. These cells are reprogrammed ideally

into a pluripotent state through the arti�cial expression of factors like Octamer binding

transcription factor 4 (Oct4), sex determining region Y-box 2 (Sox2), Krueppel-like factor

4 (Klf4) and avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog c-myc. They are known to

show ESC-like properties and might also allow for more e�cient HR [287]. Yet, again no

iPSCs independent from exogenous factors are available for pigs.

Apart from cell type, the accessibility of the genomic locus in heterochromatin can in-

�uence the e�ciency. Here, the ROSA26 locus has been identi�ed as especially susceptible

to genomic modi�cations in mice and humans, and allowing for stable expression patterns

of integrated constructs [124]

The most recent development has been the use of zinc �ngers linked nucleases (ZFN) and

Transcription Activator-Like E�ector Nucleases (TALEN) technology. These engineered

nucleases fused with speci�cally designed DNA recognition sites are able to introduce

site speci�c double strand breaks (DSB). These are then repaired by non-homologous end

joining (NHEJ) and can lead to DNA point mutations and thus gene knockouts. It has been

in used to generate gene knockouts in pigs both in proof of principle (EGFP [319]) and

functional models, e.g. a alpha 1,3-galactosyltransferase (GGTA1) knockout even with

biallelic e�ects [104]. This method is very e�cient if the recognition sites are designed
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properly. Otherwise the high o� target activity of the nucleases can greatly reduce cell

viability. A recent study by Fahrenkrug has shown remarkable e�ectiveness of TALENs in

primary cells and oozytes on a variety of targets, thus establishing this technology strongly

in the �eld of genetically modi�ed large animals.

It is interesting to note, that these nucleases can be very e�ectively combined with gene

targeting. The site directed DSBs prime the cells repair mechanism and the engineered

homologous construct with the desired modi�cation is co-introduced as a repair template.

This can drastically raise the HR frequency and thus gene targeting e�ciency in somatic

cells. There have been reports of e�ciencies of up to 29% of gene replacement and 50% of

gene addition in humans [179] and also great e�ectiveness in rabbits [74].

Other ways to improve gene targeting e�ciency can be the use of adeno associated

viruses AAVs. This has already been used successfully in pigs [127, 185, 260]. Also, a

partially directed integration of sequences has been achieved by utilising transposases with

integration hot spots [84].

1.4.5. Generating genetically modi�ed pigs

The technology to arti�cially generate live animals from in vitro cell culture has emerged

over the last 40 years and sparked worldwide interest with the cloning of "Dolly" the sheep

[264, 330]. Generally speaking, it is based on in vitro manufacturing of an embryo that

can be implanted into a foster mother and develop to birth. The method of its cloning

determines, if that embryo consists entirely or in part of genetically modi�ed cells.

Chimeras can be generated by injecting modi�ed ESCs into a blastocyst. The ESCs

partake in the development of the embryo, but do not form the whole animal. This

approach requires stable ESCs of the species of interest. There have been no conclusive

reports of ESC culture in pigs to date. However, current research is focussing on this

topic, and has reported LIF-dependent, pluripotent stem cells established from the inner

cell mass of porcine embryos [292]. Also, transgenic pigs have been developed to facilitate

the generation of porcine ESCs. They carry a �uorescent EGFP reporter gene under the

control of an Oct4 promoter, known to be active in ESCs and thus help to identify ESC-like

cell populations [217].

As no ESCs are currently available, alternative technologies are applied to generate ge-

netically modi�ed pigs. Porcine germ cells were xenografted into immunode�cient mice

and have produced functional transgenic porcine sperm for intracytoplasmatic sperm in-

jection (ICSI) [150]. However, to actually generate transgenic animals from this, the germ

cells have to be modi�ed.

The established method today is the SCNT, which also was used in this work. The
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implantable reconstructed embryo � mostly a two cell stage blastomere � is generated in

vitro, by fusing an enucleated oocyte with a single somatic cell. This provides the oocyte

with a diploid genome. This cell is then arti�cially activated to divide and can develop

into a viable embryo. This method produces 100% transgenic o�spring since the animals

are all derived from modi�ed cells.

The method of nuclear transfer (NT) was �rst suggested for pigs in 1985 [97] and success-

fully conducted with embryonic cells [247]. After the proof that NT can produce viable o�-

spring in large animals from wildtype and genetically modi�ed somatic cells [197, 264, 330],

this also proved to be true for pigs (for example [73, 224, 244]).

However, this method has some drawbacks compared to the blastocyst injections with

ESCs. The somatic cell carries an already di�erentiated genome with corresponding epige-

netic changes. It has to undergo major dedi�erentiation processes to support the transcrip-

tional programms necessary for totipotency. This results in a low e�ciency of life born

animals compared to fused cells and implanted blastocysts. Oftentimes, it also causes

complications in the newborn, which result from incomplete epigenetic reprogramming

during development. Examples for this are the large o�spring syndrome, macroglossia or

an impaired immune system [115, 162, 248].

1.5. Tissue and timing speci�city

Biomedical information derived from arti�cial models in vitro or in vivo are only as good as

they are able to mimic the actual disease phenotype. New technologies in molecular biology

allow for more speci�c e�ects to be introduced into model animals. They are based on a

carefully regulated timing of gene expression or repression, just like in the actual disease

development. The techniques to achieve this are summarized in the following chapters.

1.5.1. Ectopic or inducible expression systems

The most intuitive approach for generating speci�city in time and location is an ectopic

induction. A straightforward approach to this is in vivo electroporation of expression

constructs, which has proven e�ective in large animals [255]

Another way of achieving speci�city lies in chemically inducible or sensitive promoter

structures driving the gene of interest. Transgenic animals carrying these constructs can

be challenged by the e�ective substrate in the desired tissue at a de�ned timing. The most

widely used example of this would be the TET on/o� system to either repress or activate

gene expression from doxycyclin inducible promotor structures. The latter has frequently

been used in murine and recently even in porcine background (for example [4, 96, 138, 147]).
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Another possibility is the modulation of expression from promoters sensitive to physical

e�ects. The �rst experiment for light inducible gene expression was conducted in neurons

expressing light sensitive rhodopsin [172]. In another approach, a transactivator was de-

signed to respond to blue light and promote gene expression in vitro and in vivo [318].

Speci�c transgene expression was also achieved by utilising the endogenous heat shock re-

sponse of cells. Heat shock protein (hsp) promoter coupled gene expression can be induced

or repressed by modulation of the temperature surrounding the tissue. An example for this

is the hsp 70B promoter driven herpes simplex virus - thymidin kinase (HSV-tk) system

for an in vitro assay. This gene product is cytotoxic and could assist in a chemotherapeutic

treatment approach [125].

1.5.2. Recombinase dependent systems

More advanced systems generate speci�city by direct modi�cation of the genomic DNA by

recombination. A number of DNA recombinases have been utilized for targeted excision /

introduction / inversion of DNA in vitro and in vivo. These recombinases recognize char-

acteristic binding sequences and catalyse DNA crossovers between two sites, to either loop

out (excise), introduce or invert intermediate sequences. The recognition sites mostly show

a de�ned orientation within the sequence determining the outcome after recombination.

Most recombinases will continue to bind and recombine recognition sites that are still

present as long as they remain active. This leads to an equilibrium of recombination events.

To counteract this, recombinases with less stringent sequence recognition have been used.

They can still recombine between two minimally mutated sites which can be designed to

lead into one correct and one defunct site, that is removed from the equilibrium pulling the

reaction that way. The most commonly used application of recombinases is the excision

of DNA sequence. The cellular defence mechanism degrades free dsDNA in the cytoplasm

and thus leads to a loss of the excised sequence.

The Cre-recombinase (Cre = causes recombination) derived from E. coli and its re-

spective loxP recognition sites is among the most commonly used tools in this system. It

recombines DNA between two 34bp so called loxP recognition sequences. The intermediate

(�anked by loxP = "�oxed") DNA is looped out and excised or �ipped in its orientation.

The outcome depends on the orientation of the directional loxP sequence, where same

orientations lead to excision and opposite to an inversion. It can also mediate transloca-

tions between loci. Figure 1.6 on the next page depicts the schematics of Cre-mediated

recombination, that are generally applicable to a wider range of recombinases.

Another common recombinase is the Flp-recombinase with its 34bp Flp-recombinase-

target (FRT) recognition sites and similar excision/inversion characteristics. Combina-
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Figure 1.6.: Schematics of Cre-mediated recombination between loxP sites "L". Left: Inverted
loxP orientations lead to an inversion of intermediate sequence. Middle: LoxP site with aligned
orientations lead to a circular recombination of intermediate sequence, which is usually lost in the
cell. Therefore the equilibrium indicated by the arrows favors the circular DNA with a residual
loxP site left in the sequence of origin. Right: Translocations between two separate loXp containing
sequences can also be mediated by Cre-recombinase.

tions of these recombinases can also be used to engineer multifaceted conditional genomic

modi�cations.

Recombinases can be delivered or activated through a variety of approaches. Animals

carrying a recombinase transgene are commonly bred into a background that carries the

recombinase recognition sites, for example by Zhao in reporter lines with gastric [347, 348]

or neural, and germline speci�city [135]. Recombinases could also be applied via viral

vectors like self-deleting lentiviral [241] or retroviral vectors [272] or directly as permeable

fusion protein [328].

1.5.3. Tissue speci�c promoters

Tissue and timing speci�city can also be achieved by using known endogenous promoters,

utilising their regulation mechanisms / expression patterns and timings. This common

approach couples transgenes to promoters with the desired functions and speci�city. These

fusion constructs are then integrated into the target genome either randomly or directed

through gene targeting.

It has been used extensively in mice to model diverse genotypes. For this work is was of

interest to specify expression into the stomach to activate the latent oncogenic mutation.

There are several known promoters expressing more or less speci�cally within the stom-

ach. This chapter introduces the most relevant.

The �rst promoter that comes to mind is the one of the proton pump H, K- ATPase
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that generates the low pH environment in the stomach. It has been successfully used to

direct transgene expression to the stomach in mice. In detail, the transgene for diphteria

toxin was used to ablate the gastric parietal cells [170]. The second "famous" gastric gene

is gastrin, the regulator of gastric acid secretion (reviewed in [57]). Its promoter was also

used to drive transgene expression in a gastric cancer cell line [349].

More interesting for this work was the cytokeratin 19 (KRT19) promoter is expressed in

endothelial cells [198] and was already used to drive a mutated K-ras transgene [253]. This

promoter was utilised by Oshima et al. for a mouse model of gastric cancer [228], and is

described in detail in chapter 1.4.1.

1.6. Reporter animal models

The tissue and timing speci�c expression of endogenous promoters can be deduced to

some extent from their function or by direct measurements and observations. However,

the activity of a promoter is not always observable throughout all development stages or

in all tissues. In these cases an in vivo test system � a reporter animal � can help de�ne

promoter speci�city.

The scienti�c utility of reporter models is the detection expression from an unknown

promoter via the coupling of a detectable reporter gene. These reporter genes usually

encode for proteins that are visibly detectable either by staining or �uorescence. Common

genes used for this are the beta-galactosidase gene lacZ (can be stained blue), and the

green, red and yellow �uorescing proteins (GFP/RPF/YFP) with several commercially

available modi�cations like reduced toxicity [311].

A direct way to use reporter genes to identify promoter expression patterns is to put the

reporter gene under the control of the latter, and observe [86].

Another frequently used approach is the indirectly linking of the two via recombinase

systems [169, 168, 184, 216]. In this case, the promoter in question drives a recombinase

gene. The reporter gene gets activated in every cell after recombinase activity. This can

be achieved by the recombination and excision of a transcription stop cassette in front of

the reporter. This linked approach has the advantage, that the reporter signal stays active

in a cell and all cells of its descent. Therefore, the activity of the promoter can be seen in

vivo in all tissues the promoter showed activity throughout organismal development.

A more specialised version of the recombinase reporter systems is the use of two re-

porter genes. This will be referred to as a �dual reporter system�. It utilises a ubiquitously

expressed reporter gene, that gets excised by recombinase activity and exchanges its ex-

pression with the second reporter gene located downstream. Figure 1.7 on the next page

shows a schematic of this exchange process. The advantage of this system is the assurance,
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that an absence of a visible reporter gene is not in fact a silencing of the whole expression

cassette. The ubiquitous primary reporter gene should be detectable in all unrecombined

tissues. This allows to search for o� target- or other unexpected e�ects of the promoter in

all tissues.

Figure 1.7.: Schematics of Cre-mediated recombination of the dual reporter cassette designed
in this work. Top: The CAGGS promoter drives the loxP �anked ("L") beta-geo fusion gene
containing a neo-resistance and a lacZ reporter gene, visible after lacZ stain in blue (star). The
3' mCherry �uorescent gene is not expressed. Bottom: After Cre-mediated recombination the
beta-geo cassette, a singular loxP site remains. The CAGGS promoter now drives the mCherry
gene, which results in red �uorescence (star).

There exist a variety of mouse models that express these dual reporter constructs. For

example the Z/AP and Z/EG mice [178, 216]. They carry a �oxed version of the lacZ gene

followed by an alkaline phosphatase gene (Z/AP) or an enhanced green �uorescent protein

gene (Z/EP) as secondary reporter. Their use has been vital to identify novel promoter

expression patterns (reviewed in [164])

The dual reporter system has also already been extended into the porcine background.

The chinese group of Li et al. report the generation of a porcine fetal �broblast (poFF) cell

line [168] and live reporter pigs [169]. The construct used, consists of a �oxed neo-resistance

gene with an enhanced GFP gene in a downstream activatable position. However, further

experiments in this system have not been reported yet.
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1.7. Aim of this work

The aim of this work was to establish porcine models for Li-Fraumeni syndrome (LFS) and

for the early detection of gastric neoplasias that in human disease often stay unnoticed and

could develop into gastric cancer.

This goal was to be achieved through the following measures. Firstly, the porcine tu-

mour suppressor gene TP53 should be modi�ed into a conditional knockout with a latent

activatable oncogenic mutation into exon 5 by gene targeting. This mutation should mimic

a common human hot-spot mutation R175H, with severe dominant negative function. The

conditional knockout should be achieved through a loxP �anked transcription stop cas-

sette, and functionality of knockout and re-activation should be shown in in vitro assays.

Subsequently, these cells should be used in somatic cell nuclear transfer to generate genet-

ically modi�ed animals. The resulting animals should model the frequent TP53 de�ciency

in LFS.

However, TP53 mutations alone only facilitate cancer development and necessitate a

second hit mutation. Therefore, in future experiments the TP53 knockout animals should

also be crossed into an APC mutant background to serve as models for gastrointestinal

cancer. This phenotype could be even further enhanced by activating the oncogenic mu-

tation.

A secondary approach should be followed as a backup to the potentially ine�ective gene

targeting experiments. This was the modelling of the mouse gastric cancer model of Oshima

[228] in pigs. Here the in�ammatory factors COX2 and mPTGES1 and the proliferatory

Wnt1 should be overexpressed with gastric speci�city and thus mimic the natural disease

development. This speci�city should be achieved with a suitable promoter, the KRT19

promoter used in the original mouse model.

Spanning the gastric neoplasia topic stands the concept of tissue speci�c expression.

Therefore, a reporter system should be designed and evaluated that allows for in vitro and

in vivo testing of promoter activity. For more convenient analyses it should be coupled

with dual visual markers indicating both an active and inactive promoter. The Cre-loxP

system should provide the necessary molecular switches.

A successful introduction of the genetic modi�cations should be followed by the genera-

tion of live animals through SCNT.
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2.1. Material

2.1.1. Chemicals

Acetic acid Fluka Laborchemikalien GmbH, Seelze, D

Anti-digoxigenin-AP Fab fragments Roche Diagnostic GmbH, Mannheim, D

Boronic acid Fluka Laborchemikalien GmbH, Seelze, D

Bromphenol blue Sigma, Steinheim, D

CDP Star reagent Roche Diagnostic GmbH, Mannheim, D

Chloroform Aldrich-Chemie GmbH, Steinheim, D

Digoxygenin-triphosphate Roche Diagnostic GmbH, Mannheim, D

N,N-Dimethylformamid (DMF) SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Dithiotreitol (DTT) Omnilab Life Science, Bremen, D

Ethanol (denatured) Riedel de Haen, Seelze, D

Ethidium bromide SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA)

SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Formalin (10%) SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Glacial acetic acid Fluka Laborchemikalien GmbH, Seelze, D

Glycerol SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Isopropanol Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, D

beta-Mercaptoethanol SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Methanol J.T. Baker, Griesheim, D

Potassium acetate Riedel de Haen, Seelze, D

Potassium hexacyanoferrat (III) AppliChem, Darmstadt, D

Potassium hexacyanoferrat (II)-

trihydrat

AppliChem, Darmstadt, D

Sodium acetate Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, D

Sodium chloride Riedel de Haen, Seelze, D

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) Omnilab, Bremen, D
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Saccharose SIGMA, Steinheim, D

TRIZMA Base SIGMA, Steinheim, D

TRIzol reagent Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

Tris hydrochloid (Tris HCl) SIGMA, Steinheim, D

2.1.2. Bu�ers and Solutions

Annealing bu�er (10x) Tris 100 mM pH 7,5; NaCl 1 M; EDTA 1 mM in H2O

DNA loading bu�er (5x) 50% Glycerin (v/v); EDTA 0,2 M; Bromphenol blue

(traces); in H2O

DNase I bu�er (10x) New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

Fast Digest bu�er (10x) Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, D

Miniprep solution I Saccharose 5 mM; EDTA 10 mM; Tris pH 8,0 25 mM;

in H2O

Miniprep solution II NaOH 0,2 N; 1% SDS (w/v); in H2O

Miniprep solution III 3 M Natrium-Acetat pH 5,3; in H2O

Nanofectin Diluent PAA, Pasching, D

Sodium chloride solution NaCl 5 M; in H2O

NEB bu�er 1-4 (10x) New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

Passive lysis bu�er (5x) Promega, Mannheim, D

Rinse bu�er (lacZ stain) MgCl2 2 mM; Na2HPO4 100mM; NP40 Igepal 0.02%

(v/v); Sodium Deoxycholate 0.01%; pH 7.3 (adj. with

HCl); in H2O

T4-DNA-ligase bu�er (10x) New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

TAE-bu�er (50x) Tris 2 M; EDTA 50 mM; 5,71% glacial acetic acid

(v/v); in H2O

TBE-bu�er (10x) Tris 0,9 M; Boronic acid 0,9 M; EDTA 20 mM; in H2O

Tris-EDTA Tris 10 mM; EDTA 1 mM; in H2O

Tris-low EDTA Tris 10 mM; EDTA 0,1 mM; in H2O

Tween20 SIGMA, Steinheim, D

X-Gal staining solution 100 mg X-Gal; 1 ml DMF
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2.1.3. Bacterial strains, cell lines and primary cell cultures

Bacterial strains

Emax (DH10B); bacterial strain Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

Genotype: F- mcrA (mrr-hsdRMS-mcrBC) 80lacZM15 lacX74

recA1 endA1 ara139 (ara, leu) 7697 galU galK - rpsL

(StrR) nupG

GM2163; bacterial strain New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

Genotype: F- 2-ara-I4 leuB6 tonA31lacY1 tsx-78 supE44 galK2

galT22 hisG4 rpsL136 xyl-5 mtl-1 thi-I daml3::Tn9

dcm-6 hsdR2 mcrB1 mcrA

Cell lines

HEK293; human cell line Human embryonic kidney cells; American Type Cul-

ture Collection (ATCC)

AGS American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)

Kato III American Type Culture Collection (ATCC)

Primary cell cultures

Mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) Isolated during this work

Adipose tissue derived mesenchymal

stem cells (AdMSC)

Isolated during this work

Kidney �broblasts (KDNF) Isolated during this work

2.1.4. Bacterial culture materials

Ampicillin SIGMA, Steinheim, D

Kanamycin SIGMA, Steinheim, D

LB0-medium Difco, Voigt Global Distr., Lawrence, KS, USA

LB-agar Difco, Voigt Global Distr., Lawrence, KS, USA

Petridishes Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

2.1.5. Cell culture materials

10 cm culture dish Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

12-well-plate Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

6-well-plate Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

Accutase PAA, Pasching, D

Advanced DMEM culture medium Gibco BRL, Paisley, UK
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Amphotericin B PAA, Pasching, A

Blasticidin S Invivogen, Toulouse, F

Basic �broblast growth factor PromoCell, Heidelberg, D

Chicken serum PAA, Pasching, A

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) SIGMA, Steinheim, D

DMEM culture medium PAA, Pasching, D

Dulbecco's PBS (1x) without

Mg2+/Ca2+

PAA, Pasching, D

Filter paper 1 mm Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, D

Fetal calf serum PAA, Pasching, D

Geneticin (G418) PAA, Pasching, D

GlutaMAX (100x) Invitrogen/Gibco Corp., Paisley, UK

Hank's bu�ered salt solution PAA, Pasching, D

Hypoosmolar electroporation bu�er Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Lipofectamine 2000 Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

Lymphocyte separation medium

1077

PAA, Pasching, A

Nanofectin PAA, Pasching, D

Non-essential amino acids (100x) PAA, Pasching, D

Opti-MEM Gibco BRL, Paisley, UK

Penicillin/Streptomycin 10,000U,

10µg/µl in 0.9% NaCl

Sigma-Aldrich, Deisenhofen, D

T25-cell culture �ask (25 cm2) Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

T75-cell culture �ask (75 cm2) Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

T150-cell culture �ask (150 cm2) Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

Cell culture water EP-Grade PAA, Pasching, D

X-Gal (5-Bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl-

beta-D-galactopyranoside)

SIGMA, Steinheim, Germany

2.1.6. Cell culture media

DMEM+ medium DMEM 500 mL

Fetal calf serum 10% (v/v)

Non-essential amino acids 1% (v/v) (�ltered through sterile �l-

ter 0,22 µm)

GlutaMAX �nal concentration 2 mM (�ltered

through sterile �lter 0,22 µm)
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ad/bmMSC medium Advanced DMEM 500 mL

Fetal calf serum 10% (v/v)

Non-essential amino acids 1% (v/v) (�ltered through sterile �l-

ter 0,22 µm)

GlutaMAX �nal concentration 2 mM (�ltered

through sterile �lter 0,22 µm)

FGF �nal concentration 5 ng/ml

KDNF medium DMEM 500 mL

Fetal calf serum 10% (v/v)

Non-essential amino acids 1% (v/v) (�ltered through sterile �l-

ter 0,22 µm)

Sodium pyruvate 1% (v/v)

GlutaMAX �nal concentration 2 mM (�ltered

through sterile �lter 0,22 µm)

Freezing medium Culture medium 60% (v/v)

Fetal calf serum 30% (v/v)

Dimethylsulfoxid 10% (v/v)

Before use �lter through sterile �lter 0,22 µm

2.1.7. Oligonucleotides

All oligonucleotides acquired from biomers.net GmbH (Ulm, D) or Sigma (Steinheim, D)

and dissolved in H2O to a stock concentration of 100µM.

Name Sequence 5' - 3' Anneal [◦C]

Cherry XbaI ATG for TCTAGAATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA
59

Cherry EcoRI Stop rev GAATTCTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCA

COX2 F CATTCAGAAGCCGACTCACC
59

COX2 R AAAACTGCTTTCCCCTTTCC

Cre +XbaI for TCTAGACCTTGCCACCATGGCACCCAAGA
59

Cre +BglII rev AGATCTATCGCCATCTTGCAGCAGGCGCA

EGFP+ATG +XbaI TCTAGAATGGTGAGCAAGGGCGAGGA
59

EGFP+Stop +EcoRI GAATTCTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGC

LacZ intern for GACGTCTCGTTGCTGCATAA
58

neo intern rev GCTCTTCGTCCAGATCATCC

NLS�ank for ACGCGTGCTGTGGAATGTGTGTCAGTTAG
60

NLS�ank rev ACGCGTGGAGTTAGGGGCGGGACTA
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p53mut for GTACTCCCCTGCCCTCAATA
58

p53mut rev GGGGTAACCCATCTGCTCTA

P53 targ for 1 (F1) TATCTTTTCACCCCATGTGTTTC

59

p53 targ for 2 (F2) CCAGGGAGTCCATCTAAAAGTG

p53 targ for 3 (F3) TTCTTGTCACCTGCCATCAG

p53 targ for 4 (F4) CCTTAACCAGTAGGCCACCA

p53 targ SA rev GAAAGACCGCGAAGAGTTTG

p53 targ BS rev ACATTGACACCAGTGAAGATGC

p53 targ neo rev GTCGGTCTTGACAAAAAGAACC

p53 Int1_5 rev TTCCACCAGTGAATCCACAA

p53probe for GCAATGGAGGAGTCGCAGT
59

p53probe rev CTGCCAGGGTAGGTCTTCTG

p53Int1 for CTGCCTTGTTTCTTCCCAGA
58

p53Ex4 rev CTGCCAGGGTAGGTCTTCTG

p53Int1_2 for CTACACCAGAGCCACAGCAA
58

p53Int1 rev GGCAGAGGCAGGAATATGAA

p53Ex1 for TGGGTTGTCGAATTTCTTCA
58

p53Int1_2 rev GGTACTGAAATGGGGTGGTG

PTGE1 F CCTGCGCTCGGAGACTTAG
58

PTGE1 R GTCAGTGGCTGGTCACAGGT

Wnt1 F CAGGGCTGTTAGAGCCAGAC
59

Wnt1 R AATGCTCCTAAGGCGAGTCC

2.1.8. Instrumentation

Amaxa Nucleofector Lonza, Basel, CH

Analytical balance Denver Instruments, Göttingen, D

BioPhotometer Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Centrifuge miniSpin Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Centrifuge Mikro200 Hettich Zentrifugen, Tuttlingen, D

Centrifuge 5810 Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Coolable centrifuge 1-15K SIGMA, Osterode, D

Coolable centrifuge 4K-15C SIGMA, Osterode, D

Elektrophoresis power supply

EPS301

Amersham Biosciences, Piscataway, NJ, USA

Electroporator Multiporator Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Forma Orbital Shaker Thermo Electron GmbH, Dreieich, D

Freezer (-20 ◦C) Liebherr International, Bulle, CH

Freezer (-80 ◦C) Thermo Electron GmbH, Dreieich, D
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Fridge (4 ◦C) Beko Technologies GmbH, Neuss, D

Gelelectrophoresis-apparatus

EC105

Thermo Electron GmbH, Dreieich, D

Gelphotoapparatus Gene Genius Syngene, Cambridge, UK

Gelphotoprinter UP-D895MD Syngene, Cambridge, UK

Gelchamber Classic CSSU78 Thermo Electron GmbH, Dreieich, D

Gelchamber Classic CSSU1214 Thermo Electron GmbH, Dreieich, D

Glomax 20/20 Luminometer Promega, Mannheim, D

Heatingblock VLM2Q Gefran, Seligenstadt, D

HeraSafe Incubator cell culture Thermo Electron GmbH, Dreieich, D

Incubator (37 ◦C) Binder Binder GmbH, Tuttlingen, D

Inversionmicroskope AxioVert25 Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Göttingen, D

membraPure water�lter membraPure GmbH, Bodenheim, D

Microwave NN-E202 W Panasonic, Hamburg, D

Neubauer improved cell counter Brand, Wertheim, D

Peltier Thermal-Cycler DYAD Bio-Rad, Munich, D

Pipet 0,2 - 2 µL Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet 2 - 20 µL Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet 20 - 200 µL Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet 100 - 1000 µL Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipetting assistant Falcon Express Becton Dickinson & Co., Sparks, USA

Pipetting assistant Handy Step Brand, Wertheim, D

qPCR Mastercyler ep realplex Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Scale Sartorius, Göttingen, D

Shaker Unitwist 3D UniEquip GmbH, Munich, D

Sterile bench class II HeraSafe Heraeus, Kendro, Hanau, D

Thermal printer DPU-414 Seiko Instruments Incorporated, Neu-Isenburg, D

Trans-Blot SD Cell Bio-Rad, Munich, D

UV-Transluminator NU72K Benda, Wiesloch, D

Vortex Mixer ZX Classic VELP Scienti�ca, Mailand, I

Waterbath Memmert GmbH & Co. KG, Schwabach, D

2.1.9. Enzymes

Restriction enzymes New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

Fermentas, St. Leon-Rot, D
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Polymerases

Platinum Taq DNA Polymerase Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

GoTaq DNA polymerase Promega GmbH, Mannheim, D

Phusion High Fidelity DNA poly-

merase

New England Biolabs, Frankfurt, D

Superscript III One-Step RT-PCR

with Platinum Taq Kit

Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

Superscript III Reverse Transcrip-

tase

Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

Other:

Blunting enzyme DNA-polymerase I

large fragment (Klenow)

New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

DNase I New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

RNase A SIGMA, Osterode, D

T4-DNA-ligase New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

Proteinase K SIGMA, Steinheim, D

2.1.10. Expendables

0,22 µm sterile �lter Zefa, Munich, D

10 mL Terumo syringe Terumo Europe N.V., Leuven, B

Bacterial culture tubes 14 mL Becton Dickinson & Co., Sparks, USA

BioPhotometer cuvettes UVette Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

Centrifuge tube 15 mL Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

Centrifuge tube 50 mL Cellstar Greiner Bio-One GmbH, Frickenhausen, D

Costar Stripettes 2, 5, 10, 25 mL Corning Incorporated, NY, USA

Cryotubes Nunc, Wiesbaden-Biebrich, D

Electroporation cuvettes PEQLAB Biotechnology GmbH, Erlangen, D

GenAgarose LE GENAXXON bioscience, Biberach, D

PCR-reaction tube Brand, Wertheim, D

Pipet Filter tips 0,2 - 20 µL SR-

L10F

Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet Filter tips 20 - 200 µL SR-

L200F

Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet Filter tips 100 - 1000 µL SR-

L1000F

Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D
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Pipet tips 0,2 - 20 µL RC-L10 Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet tips 20 - 200 µL RC-L250 Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Pipet tips 100 - 1000 µL RC-L1000 Mettler Toledo GmbH, Gieÿen, D

Plastibrand PD Tips 2,5 mL Brand, Wertheim, D

Plastibrand PD Tips 5 mL Brand, Wertheim, D

Plastibrand PD Tips 12,5 mL Brand, Wertheim, D

reaction tube 0,5 mL Brand, Wertheim, D

reaction tube 1,5 mL Paul Böttger OHG, Bodenmais, D

reaction tube 2 mL NerbePlus, Winsen/Luhe, D

2.1.11. Kits

DualGlo Luciferase-Assay Promega, Mannheim, D

Fast SYBR Green Master Mix Applied Biosystems, Woolston, UK

GenElute Mammalian Genomic

DNA Miniprep Kit

SIGMA, Steinheim, D

NucleoBond Xtra Plasmid Puri�ca-

tion Kit

Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Düren, D

NucleoSpin Plasmid Quick Pure Kit Macherey-Nagel GmbH & Co. KG, Düren, D

VenorGeM Mycoplasm testkit Minerva Biolabs, Berlin, D

Wizard SV Gel & PCR Puri�cation

Kit

Promega, Mannheim, D

2.1.12. Subcloning plasmids

pBluescriptIISK+ (pBL) Stratagene, La Jolla, USA

pGEM-T Easy Vector System I

(pGEM)

Promega, Mannheim, D

pJET1.2/blunt (pJET) Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

pSL1180 Amersham (pSL1180) Amersham Bioscience, New Jersey, USA

2.1.13. Software

Axiovision 3.1 Carl Zeiss MicroImaging GmbH, Göttingen, D

Basic Local Alignment Search Tool Altschul et al.

(BLAST) http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/Blast.cgi

GeneSnap 6.01 Synoptics Ltd., Cambridge, UK

Image J 1.39 U National Institutes of Health, USA
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Microsoft Excel Microsoft Corporation, Unterschleiÿheim, D

Primer 3 Whitehead Institute for Biomedical Research

http://frodo.wi.mit.edu/

qPCR-Software Eppendorf, Hamburg, D

VectorNTI 10.3.0 Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

2.1.14. Additional material

Bovine serum albumin (BSA)(100x) New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

DNA size marker 100 bp (M100bp) New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

DNA size marker 1 kb (M1kb) New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

DNA size marker 1 kb Plus

(M1kb+)

Invitrogen, Karlsruhe, D

dNTP 10 mM New England Biolabs (NEB), Frankfurt a. M., D

Glass bottles Simax, Sazava, CZ

RNase free water Qiagen, Hilden, D

RNase inhibitor PEQLAB Biotechnologie GmbH, Erlangen, D

Scalpel B. Braun Melsungen AG, Melsungen, D

2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Molecular methods

Isolating genomic DNA from eucaryotic cells

Isolation of DNA from eukaryotic cells was performed using the GenElute Mammalian Ge-

nomic DNA Miniprep Kit (SIGMA) according to the manufacturers protocol. Subsequent

storage at -20 ◦C assured long term DNA stability.

Determining DNA- and RNA-concentration

Concentrations of DNA- and RNA-solutions were measured utilising the BioPhotometer

(Eppendorf). The extinction of nucleic acids at 260 nm was detected and an optical density

of 1 was correlated to a nucleic acid amount of 30 µg/ml (DNA) and 50 µg/ml (RNA)

respectively. Aliquots were diluted in water or a corresponding bu�er and compared to a

reference measurement without nucleic acids.
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Restriction digest of DNA

Enzymatic cleaving of DNA was conducted using di�erent restriction endonucleases accord-

ing to the manufacturers protocol, di�ering only in the amount of enzyme used. Instead

of 10 U/µg of DNA 3-5 U/µg were applied. DNA-amounts of up to 200 µg were treated

in batches of 20 to 400 µl.

Gelelectrophoresis of DNA fragments

For electrophoretic separation of di�erently sized DNA-fragments was accomplished on

agarose gels with concentrations ranging from 0.8 to 2% (w/v) according to the require-

ments. Low percentage gels allowed faster separation with less accurate size distinction.

Visualisation of the DNA was achieved by adding ethidium bromide (1 mg/ml) diluted

10000-fold to the agarose. Fragments were electrophoretically dissociated in electric �elds

of 80 to 120 V up to the desired distance. Lower strength resulting in longer run times yet

higher acuity and vice versa.

Ethidium bromide stained DNA-bands were examined and recorded using Gene Genius

(Syngene).

Puri�cation of DNA from agarose blocks

Following gelelectrophoresis DNA-bands could be excised from the agarose gel to isolate

the contained DNA. A puri�cation of the DNA was conducted by means of the Wizard SV

Gel & PCR Puri�cation Kit (Promega) according to the manufacturers protocol.

Precipitation of DNA by sodium-chloride and ethanol

Sodium-chloride (NaCl) and ethanol precipitation of in-sterile DNA-preparations was used

to obtain sterilely solved samples e.g. for transfections.

After subsequent adding of 1/10 the volume of 5 M NaCl-solution and double the volume

of ice cold 100% ethanol (v/v) to the sample, the solution was vortexed and kept over night

at -20◦C. The following day the sample was spun down for 10 min at 16000xg and 500 µl

of 70% ethanol (v/v) were added under a sterile workbench. The precipitated DNA was

spun down in a second step for 5 min at 16000xg, the supernatant discarded and the pellet

dried and solved under sterile conditions. The volume of the solvent was chosen regarding

the desired �nal DNA-concentration.
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Fill in of single stranded DNA-overhangs (blunting)

In order to �ll in single stranded DNA-overhangs, resulting for example from endonucle-

ase activity, the enzyme DNA-polymerase I large fragment (Klenow) was applied. The

steps were executed according to the manufacturers protocol, di�ering only in the �nal

concentration of dNTPs which were elevated from 33 µM to 50 µM.

Ligation of DNA-fragments

Ligation of DNA-Fragmenten was carried out employing T4-DNA-Ligase according to the

manufacturers protocol. In short ligation was conducted 2 h at room temperature or over

night at 4◦C.

Variable DNA-ratios were used, adjusting for an excess of the smaller fragment ranging

from 3:1 to 10:1. In general 200 ng of total DNA were ligated in a volume of 20 µl.

Sequencing of DNA

Sequencing was carried out by euro�ns / MWG / Operon as an external service provider.

Annealing of single stranded oligonucleotides

In order to anneal to complementary oligonucleotides to a DNA double strand 1 µg of each

nucleotide was heated to 95◦C for 10 min in 1x annealing bu�er. Following the heating

step the sample was gradually cooled down to room temperature. Successful annealing was

con�rmed via gelelectrophoresis on a 3% agarosegel (w/v). The motility of single stranded

versus annealed oligos was compared.

Degradation of DNA with DNase I

A DNase I treatment was conducted in order to preclude a contamination of DNA in e.g.

RNA solutions. Per 50 µl of volume 5,66 µl DNase I bu�er (10x) und 1 µl DNase I (20

U/µl) were added. A 10 min incubation time at 37 ◦C was followed by addition of 0,56 µl

of 0,5 M EDTA to a �nal concentration of 5 mM.

Isolation of RNA from eukaryotic cells

On average 1x106 cells were detached from their culture dishes and spun down at 320xg

for 5 min. The supernatant was discarded and the cells resuspended in TRIzol. Following

a 5 min incubation at room temperature the samples were processed directly or could be

stored at -80◦C.
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Further puri�cation of RNA was conducted according to the manufacturers protocol.

The RNA was usually treated with DNase I to exclude a possible DNA contamination.

For higher purity RNA the RNA isolation kit (Roche) was used according to the manu-

facturers protocol.

RNA isolates were subsequently stored at -80◦C until further use.

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR)

DNA fragments �anked by two selected oligonucleotides (primers) can be ampli�ed, apply-

ing the polymerase chain reaction developed by Mullis. Di�ering polymerases were used

according to the prerequisites at hand, following the manufacturers protocol. In the course

of this work PCR was applied to problems ranging from screening for positive cloning or

selection results to isolating DNA fragments or labeling of Southern blot probes.

For proof-reading ampli�cations Phusion Taq (NEB) was utilised. For control or screen-

ing PCRs and Dig labeling of Southern blot probes GoTaq (Promega) was applied. The

average thermo-cycler settings are summarised in table 2.15.

Table 2.15.: Thermo-cycler settings

Temperature [◦C] Duration [min : s]

94 � 98 2:00�5:00

94 � 98 0:15�1:00 repeat 25

58 � 62 0:15�1:00 to

72 1:00 / kb 40 times

72 3:00�10:00

4 forever

One-step reverse transcriptase - polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR)

Reverse transcription of RNA into cDNA with immediate subsequent PCR ampli�cation

was performed using Superscript III One-Step RT-PCR with Platinum Taq (Invitrogen).

The manufacturers protocol was followed. To exclude possible DNA contamination of the

RNA a separate PCR lacking reverse transcriptase was conducted with Platinum Taq DNA

Polymerase (Invitrogen). The thermo-cycler settings are summarised in table 2.16 on the

next page.
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Table 2.16.: Thermo-cycler settings for RT-PCR

Temperature [◦C] Duration [min : s]

55 30:00

94 2:00

94 0:30 repeat 30

58 0:30 to

68 1:00 / kb 35 times

68 5:00

4 forever

Primer design for PCR and RT-PCR

All primers were designed with the online tool Primer3 (http://frodo.wi.mit.edu) and or-

dered via Biomers or SIGMA. They were dissolved in ddH2O to a �nal stock concentration

of 100µM. Prior to use 20µM working solutions were separately diluted from the stock.

Southern blot

ScaI (NEB) digested genomic DNA from cell clones or piglet ear tip samples was elec-

trophoresed, membrane bound, hybridized and probe detected with anti-digoxigenin anti-

body Fab fragments conjugated with alkaline phosphatase (Roche) by standard methods.

The 517 bp TP53 hybridization probe was generated using primers probeF (5' GCAATG-

GAGGAGTCGCAGT 3') and probeR (5' CTGCCAGGGTAGGTCTTCTG 3') incorpo-

rating alkali labile digoxigenin-11-dUTP (Roche). Thermal cycling parameters were: 2

min, 95◦C; then 35 cycles of: 30 sec, 95◦CC; 30 sec, 62◦C; 40 sec, 72◦C; followed by 8 min,

72◦C. The location of the hybridization probe is indicated in Figure 3.13.

2.2.2. Protein chemical methods

Cre transduction of eucaryotic cells

Cre protein production and transduction was established and performed by Cornelia Brön-

ner under the supervision of Anja Saalfrank. The protein was produced in an in vitro

system with the pTriEx-HTNC vector (Addgene) according to the methods described by

Peitz [237] and Münst [211]. The protein was used for in vitro Cre-mediated recombination

of eucaryotic cells. In short, cells were cultured with 5 µM puri�ed Cre recombinase in
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medium with reduced serum (0.5%) for 6-8 hours. Afterwards, culture was continued as

normal.

Protein isolation from eucaryotic cells

Eucaryotic cells were dissociated mechanically in IP bu�er (50 mM HEPES, 150 mM

NaCl, 1mM EDTA, 0.5% IGEPAL-630, 10% glycerol, pH 7.9, 1x phosphatase inhibitor,

1x complete mini protease inhibitor (Roche)) and quanti�ed using advanced protein assay

reagent (Cytoskeleton Inc.).

Western blot detection of p53

An amount of 40 µg total protein was separated by 15% SDS-PAGE with 5% collec-

tion gel over 120 min and blotted to an Immobilion-P Transfer Membran (Millipore)

by semidry blotting. The membrane was blocked for 1 h with 5% BSA (PAA) in TBS

and incubated with the primary antibody (mouse anti-p53 (DO-1, Sigma; 1:5000); anti-

GAPDH antibody (Clone-GAPDH-71.1, Sigma, 1:5000). Subsequent washing steps were

followed by incubation with secondary horse radish peroxidase-labeled rabbit anti-mouse

antibody (Abcam; 1:6000). Bands were detected using enhanced chemiluminescence West-

ern blotting substrate (Pierce). Signal intensities on �lm were quanti�ed using ImageJ

(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).

2.2.3. Microbiological methods

Transformation of Escherichia coli (E. coli)

During the line of this work mainly E. coli safety strands Emax and GM2163 were trans-

formed by electroporation. The amount of DNA was varied according to the employed

vector, namely 10 to 50 ng of circular DNA and 2 µl of a ligation reaction.

In short, 50 µl electro-competent E. coli were thawed on ice and the electroporation

cuvette pre-cooled. Above mentioned DNA amounts were added to the bacteria and the

mixture transferred into the cuvette. A voltage of 2500 V was applied for 5 ms by the

electroporation equipment. Immediately 600 µl LB0-medium were added and the whole

solution cultured for 30 min at 37◦C in a 14 ml reaction tube.

Subsequently the bacteria were plated on agar plates containing adequate antibiotics and

incubated over night at 37◦C. For selection purposes the antibiotic ampicillin was applied

at a �nal concentration of 100 µg/ml and kanamycin at 50 µg/ml. This last step was

carried out under a class II sterile bench.
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Isolation of single cell clones

Adequately distinguishable colonies grown after transformation were sterilely picked o�

the agar plate, separately re-plated and put directly into suspension culture. The bacteria

were thus cultured in antibiotic containing LB0-medium and propagated over night at

37◦C. Re-plated clones were incubated over night at 37◦C and afterwards stored up to 4

weeks at 4◦C as backup.

Plasmid-isolation from E. coli suspension cultures

Puri�cation of high purity plasmid DNA from up to 5 ml E. coli suspension cultures, e.g.

for sequencing or transfections, was carried out with the NucleoSpin Plasmid Quick Pure

Kit (Macherey-Nagel). Larger culture volumes of up to 300 ml were processed utilising the

NucleoBond Xtra Plasmid Puri�cation Kit (Macherey-Nagel) resulting in higher amounts

of DNA.

If the DNA was to be used just for veri�cation of intermediate steps, one of two other

protocols was consulted, namely alkaline or non-alkaline plasmid preparation.

Alkaline plasmid preparation An initial 5 ml suspension culture in LB0 medium was

spun down in 2 ml reaction tubes at 18000 xg for 1 min and resuspended in 100 µl miniprep-

solution I. For cell lysis 200 µl miniprep-solution II was added and mixed by inversion.

Following 3 min incubation at room temperature, lysis was stopped by the addition of 150

µl miniprep-solution III. Precipitation and removing of proteins and genomic DNA was

achieved via incubation on ice for 15 min and subsequent spinning down at 18000xg for

15 min. The supernatant was transferred into a new reaction tube and the plasmid DNA

precipitated by adding 1 ml of 95% ethanol (v/v) and spinning at 18000xg for 15 min.

After discarding the supernatant the DNA pellet was washed in 0.5 ml 80% ethanol (v/v)

and spinning at 18000xg for 10 min. A similar �nal washing procedure in 95% ethanol

(v/v) was followed by drying of the pellet at room temperature. In the end the plasmid

DNA was solved in 50 µl H2O containing 20 µg/ml RNase A and was either stored at -20
◦C or directly processed.

Non-alkaline plasmid preparation As an alternative to alkaline plasmid preparation,

which necessitates an additional RNase A treatment to purify the DNA, a non-alkaline

preparation method could also be used.

A desired volume of bacterial suspension culture was spun down in 2 ml reaction tubes at

18000 xg for 1 min and resuspended in 10% of the original LB0 volume. Equal amount of

non-alkaline miniprep solution was added and sequentially incubated at room temperature
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for 5 min and spun down at 10000 xg for 10 min. The supernatant is transferred into a

new reaction tube and intermingled with 0.8 volumes of isopropanol. Following a second

spinning step at 10000 xg for 10 min the pellet is washed in 1 ml of 70% ethanol (v/v)

and spun down at 18000 xg for 1 min. Resulting plasmid DNA pellets are dried at room

temperature and solved in ∼1% of the original culture volume of a desired bu�er solution.

Cryoconservation of bacterial cultures

Storage and durability of plasmid constructs in E. coli cultures was enhanced and made

independent from stability of agar plates or bacterial solutions, by establishment of cry-

oconserved cultures in glycerol.

In short 500 µl sterile 99% glycerol (v/v) was prepared and mixed thoroughly with 500 µl

E. coli suspension culture. This stock mixture was immediately frozen and stored at -80◦C.

For re-propagation of the bacteria, the stock was kept frozen and only a small aliquot was

forwarded into a 37◦C suspension culture.

2.2.4. Tissue culture methods

The following methods and techniques were carried out in an S1 cell culture laboratory

under a class II sterile hood (HeraSafe; Heraeus), unless stated otherwise.

Culturing of eucaryotic cells

The cells were kept in HeraSafe incubators at 37◦C and under an atmosphere with 100%

humidity and 5% CO2. All used cell culture media and detachment agents were brought

to 37◦C prior to use, unless stated otherwise. The amount of medium or agent used for

the di�erent culture sizes is summarised in table 2.17.

Table 2.17.: Culture sizes

Dish size Medium [ml] Detaching agent [ml]

12-well-plate 1 0,2-1

6-well-plate 2-3 1-2

10 cm dish 10 3-4

T25-�ask (25 cm2) 4-8 3

T75-�ask (75 cm2) 25 4-6

T150-�ask (150 cm2) 50 10

In regular intervals the culture supernatant was checked for contamination by my-
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coplasms. Therefor the VenorGeM mycoplasm test (Minerva Biolabs) was used according

to the manufacturers protocol.

Cryoconservation

Freezing Cryocultures of all cell lines and pools derived during the course of this work

were generated at regular intervals. Thereby it was secured that, should the need arise,

earlier passages of the cell lines could be accessed e.g. after screening processes.

The medium was aspirated and the cells washed once with PBS. After that, the cells

were detached with Accutase or Trypsin (PAA) and spun down for 5 min at 400xg. The

supernatant was discarded and the pellet resuspended in a corresponding volume of freezing

medium. Aliquots of 1 ml were devided into cryotubes and the tubes put into "Mr. Frosty"

freezing blocks �lled with 2-propanole. At a rate of -1 ◦C/min the cells were cooled to -80
◦C and subsequently transferred into liquid nitrogen.

Thawing In contrast to the gradual freezing of cells, the thawing procedure was con-

ducted in one fast step.

In short, the cryotubes were warmed for 5 min in a 37 ◦C water bath and the cells directly

transferred into 10 ml of prepared, pre-tempered medium. Thereafter the cells were spun

down at 400 xg for 5 min and the supernatant discarded. Following resuspension of the cell

pellet in their corresponding medium, the cells were cultured under standard conditions.

A medium exchange was arranged the next day. In case of antibiotic resistant cell clones

the selective pressure was omitted during thawing and �rst reapplied the following day.

Passaging of cells

Cells were passaged at a cell layer confuence of 90% either into larger culture volumes or

proportionately kept in similar sized cultures.

In short the medium was aspirated and the cells washed once with PBS. According to

the culture sized di�ering amounts of detaching agent (Accutase or Trypsin(EDTA)) were

applied (see table 2.17). Following incubation at 37◦C for 5 min complete detachment

was con�rmed under a microscope and if required incubation time prolonged. In parallel

pre-tempered medium was prepared in the consecutive culture vessels. The thoroughly

detached cells were then transferred in total (for expanding) or proportionately passaged.
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Determining the cell count

Cell count was determined using a haemocytometer. Cells were counted to obtain de�ned

cell-seeding densities e.g. before transfections. The cell count per ml was calculated with

the following formula:

cell count =

(
number of cells counted

(proportion of chamber counted)(volume of chamber)

)
cells

ml

Transfection of eukaryotic cells

Electroporation For the generation of stably transfected cell lines or pools the DNA-

transfer by electroporation was used. Electroporation of eukaryotic cells was carried out

utilising the Multiporator (Eppendorf) or the Amaxa nucleofector (Lonza) according to

the manufacturers protocol.

In short, for the Multiporator, 10µg of DNA were transfected into 5x106 cells. For

Amaxa, 2 µg linearised DNA was transfected applying the electroporation protocol C-17

into 5x105 cells. These were then cultured in a T75 �ask and cultured under standard

conditions.

Nanofection Test transfections of DNA constructs for functionality or overall transfec-

tion e�ciency were conducted with the transfection reagent Nanofectin (PAA) or Lipo-

fectamin 2000 (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturers protocol. In short 1x105 to

3x105 cells were transfected in a 50-60% con�uent 6-well dish. The DNA (up to 3µg) and

9.6µl of Nanofectin / Lipofectamin 2000 were separately mixed with 150µl of Nanofectin

Diluent each. The latter is added to the DNA solution, mixed and incubated for 30 min at

room temperature. Meanwhile the cells medium is exchanged. The tranfection mixture is

added to the medium and incubated for 4 h under standard conditions, after which another

exchange with standard medium takes place.

Selection with G418 and Blasticidin S

Cells were challenged with the antibiotic selection process 48 h after tranfection. The

resistance genes in use were either a amino glycoside phosphotransferase gene (neo) for

G418 resistance or a blasticidin deaminase gene (BS) for Blasticidin S resistance. The

antibiotic concentrations were 600 bis 800 µg/ml G418 and 5 bis 6 µg/ml Blasticidin S.

The selection intensity was kept constant by regular medium exchange for ∼2 weeks and

untreated cells kept in parallel culture as a control of selection progress.
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Isolating single cell clones after selection

Single cell clones were generated by localized dissociation with cloning rings or small pieces

of �lter paper soaked in Accutase. Alternatively, transfections were dilution in multiwell

plates prior to start of selection and the clonality assessed microscopically.

Cell populations of interest were expanded gradually in max. 1:5 splits to larger cell

numbers. Cells were cryopreserved from a 6-well dish at the earliest time possible and only

afterwards expanded to generate material for subsequent testing.

Soft agar growth assay

To investigate anchorage-independent growth, samples of 1 x 103 cells were seeded into a

layer of 0.4% Noble agar in culture medium (DMEM, 20% fetal calf serum, 2% Pen/Strep)

overlying 0.6% bottom agar in culture medium. Culture proceeded for 4 weeks, then

macroscopically visible colonies >50µm were counted.

Doxorubicin assay

For each assay, 5 x 105 cells were plated on a 10 cm culture dish and treated with 1 µg/ml

doxorubicin-hydrochloride for 24 h. Cells were then cultured under standard conditions

with regular exchange of medium. After 14 days colony growth was visualized by staining

with 0.5% crystal violet in 20% methanol.

lacZ stain of transgenic fetuses

The fetuses were isolated and dissected manually. The organs were �xated in 4% para-

formaldehyde over night at 4◦C on a shaker and subsequently made permeable by treatment

with rinse bu�er for 3 x 30min on a shaker. Then they were put lacZ staining solution

for 48h at 37◦C. Finally, the organs were post�xed in 10% formalin for 48h and lastly

permanently stored in 70% ethanol.

2.2.5. Somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) experiments

Nuclear transfer and embryo transfer were performed as previously described [138] by Bar-

bara Kessler from the external laboratory of Prof. Eckhart Wolf (TUM Oberschleiÿheim).

Between 80-120 reconstructed embryos were transferred to each recipient sow.

Animal experiments were approved by the Government of Upper Bavaria (permit number

55.2-1-54-2532-34-09) and performed according to the German Animal Welfare Act and

European Union Normative for Care and Use of Experimental Animals.
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3.1. Conditional gene targeting of TP53

Modi�cations of the tumour suppressor gene TP53 in mice have provided valuable insight

into its central role for tumour development. However, the translation of results from

mouse to human is restricted and must be resolved. For this purpose, a porcine model

with a modi�ed TP53 gene would provide a powerful tool. Therefore in this work, two

types of alterations were to be introduced into the porcine TP53 gene: a gene knockout

and an oncogenic mutation.

The TP53 gene was modi�ed in the following ways: Firstly, a gene knockout was in-

troduced by insertion of a �oxed transcription termination cassette (loxP-stop-loxP: LSL)

into the �rst intron. This modi�ed locus is referred to as TP53LSL. Secondly, an oncogenic

gain of function mutation R167H in exon 5, 3' downstream of the LSL. The location of

the latent oncogenic mutation was chosen to be one of the most potent of a set of TP53

hotspot mutants in human cancers � the TP53R167H G to A single base pair exchange

homologous to the human TP53R175H . This modi�ed allele carrying both modi�cations is

referred to as TP53LSL∗. In the absence of Cre, neither allele is predicted to express full

length TP53, but rather the truncated form of exon 1 to the LSL. After removal of the

LSL cassette by Cre recombination, TP53LSL is predicted to again express wild-type p53.

Cre-mediated removal of the LSL cassette from TP53LSL∗ activates mutant p53-R167H

expression.

Regarding function, TP53LSL is a reversible knockout while TP53LSL∗ is a Cre-

inducible, latent mutant allele (see �gure 3.1 next page).

3.1.1. Construction of TP53 gene targeting constructs

Isolation of porcine TP53 sequences

Several sequence fragments of TP53 were isolated as a base stock for the construction of

the vectors in this work. They were obtained from a BAC clone containing the porcine

TP53 gene (GenBank: AC127472.4). A PCR ampli�cation of the isogenic sequences was
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Figure 3.1.: Schematic overview of the wildtype and the modi�ed TP53 locus. TP53LSL∗ contains
both the LSL and the mutation, while the Cre-recombined locus only contains the remnant loxP
site (L) and the mutation (*).

not possible, as the porcine genome was not sequenced at the beginning of this work. The

exact means of subcloning are summarised in the appendix (see chapter A.1.1).

Preliminary tests of transcription stop cassette

One of the key components of the TP53 gene targeting constructs was the generation

of a functional �oxed/loxP �anked transcription stop cassette (LSL). This cassette was

designed and cloned by Noushin Rezaei to interrupt gene expression by alternative splicing

into a resistance gene (either against Blasticidin S or G418) followed by three transcription

terminating polyA signals. Figure 3.2 shows the LSL cassettes components and design in

detail.

Figure 3.2.: Schematic overview of the �oxed transcription stop cassette (LSL); L = loxP site;
SA = splice acceptor; BSres/neores = resistance genes with triple stop codons; polyA signals from
SV40 (SV40pA), bovine growth hormone (BGHpA) and cytomegalovirus (CMVpA)

Two characteristics were of particular functional importance and were tested before
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the actual gene targeting experiments: the ability to stop transcription with the desired

e�ciency i.e. the �tightness� of the LSL, and the functionality of the splice acceptor

within the desired genomic environment. These preliminary tests were carried out in

human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells, due to their simple in vitro culture and

transfectability. Test constructs were cloned, and are described in detail in the following

paragraphs. A more detailed description of the subcloning is outlined in the appendix (see

chapter A.1.1).

Transcription stop test vector The ability of the LSL to stop transcription was tested

in vitro using a dual luciferase system. The psiCHECK2 vector (Promega) was used

as a platform for this. It carries both a renilla and a �re�y luciferase with promoters

suited for eucaryotic expression. The activity of the renilla luciferase can be modi�ed

by introducing the LSL between promoter and gene. The activity of the �re�y luciferase

is used to normalise the measurements for transfection e�ciency and cell toxicity. A

schematic overview of the experiment is shown in �gure 3.3.

Figure 3.3.: Schematic overview of the dual luciferase assay experiment. The ubiquitous expres-
sion of the �re�y luciferase is used as a normalisation control. The activity of the renilla luciferase
is modi�ed and put in relation to the �re�y activity. After Cre-recombination the remnant loxP
site (L) does no longer inhibit renilla expression.

The LSL (BS and neo) was cloned 5' of the renilla luciferase to check for the inhibition

of expression by the LSL. The constructs were cotransfected into HEK293 cells with a

tenfold amount of Cre-expression (pPGK-Cre) or mock control (puc19) constructs. The

original psiCHECK2 plasmid and a similarly constructed plasmid from an external group

(PD Saur - Klinikum rechts der Isar) served as controls. After 48h the di�erence between

renilla activity relative to �re�y activity was compared. Figure 3.4 (next page) shows the
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ability of the LSL to prevent transcription in this assay. The relative luciferase activities

are compared to constructs with either no LSL or no luciferase promoter.

Figure 3.4.: Luciferase assay of psiCHECK-LSL test constructs with Cre-activation; the measure
of the positive control plasmid was set to 100% relative activity; constructs with integrated LSL
show only a background levels of Renilla activity, comparable to the external control plasmids; the
Cre-mediated excision of the LSL re-enables Renilla expression, although only to approximately a
third of the unmodi�ed plasmid.

The relative renilla activity was reduced to background levels by the integrated LSL

and thus comparable to the desired gene knockout. In addition, the cotransfection with

pPGK-Cre lead to an excision of the LSL and reactivated the renilla expression to a level

of 30 to 40% of the unmodi�ed "psiCHECK original" vector. This incomplete reactivation

was expected since the experiments were carried out transiently without selection of stable

Cre-expressing cell clones. This could result in residual unrecombined psiCHECK-LSL,

since the transient Cre-activity can not be externally quanti�ed. Also, the loxP remnant

was left in the Cre-recombined constructs. However, this minor sequence di�erence to the

positive control vector can be neglected.
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Splice acceptor test vector The functionality of the LSL splice acceptor was also

tested in vitro. Constructs were cloned to model the splicing from the region of exon 1

into the LSL-BS/neo at its designated location in intron 1. The endogenous sequence of

exon 2 to exon 6 served as competing splice accepting sites. For the sake of simplicity the

approximately 8kb of the 9kb intron 1 sequence was omitted and a CAGGS promoter cloned

5' of the exon 1 sequence to drive resistance gene expression (see �gure 3.5). The human

background and transformed linage of the HEK293 cells made the use of the actual porcine

TP53 promoter impractical for this preliminary test. This construct was transfected into

HEK293 cells and selection pressure was applied. Cells continued to proliferate, thus

proving successful splicing from a promoter into the LSL cassette even in the presence of

the splice acceptors of competing endogenous exons.

Figure 3.5.: Schematic overview of the splice acceptor test construct

Taken together, the LSL-tightness, re-activatability and the functional splice acceptor

all con�rm the applicability of the designed LSLBS/neo for a conditional gene knockout.

TP53 gene targeting vector

The construction of the TP53 gene targeting vectors was started, after establishing the

functionality of the LSL. Large sequence homology of approximately 10kb is needed to

modify a genome via homologous recombination [54]. The desired modi�cation is usually

placed between two so called homology arms: a shorter part of homology to simplify

the subsequent screening procedure by PCR � the �short arm� � and the majority of the

homologous sequence � the �long arm�.

The �nished construct (see �gure 3.6 next page) should contain the conditional transcrip-

tion stop LSL cassette and the latent oncogenic R167H mutation, �anked by a 5' short-

and a 3' long homology arm. These �gene targeting vectors� should carry a splice acceptor

in front of a promoterless resistance genes to enrich for correctly integrated constructs �

a so called promoter trap system. After integration into intron 1 of genomic TP53 the

resistance would utilise the endogenous promoter by alternative splicing into the LSL to

disrupt the wildtype gene.
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Figure 3.6.: Schematic overview of the wildtype TP53 locus and the design of the targeting
vectors. The latter only di�er in the resistance gene in the LSL cassette.

It is also important that these arms are su�ciently speci�c for the locus and do not

contain large amounts of repetitive sequence. This could lead to rearrangements at the

targeted locus or unwanted additional integrations at other repetitive loci.

Lastly the desired modi�cations have to be incorporable into the construct: the modi�-

cation for a conditional gene knockout of TP53 ideally had to be placed upstream of any

coding exons and the location of the mutation was prede�ned.

The aforementioned guidelines were applied to design DNA constructs with homology to

the porcine TP53 gene. The selected homology region covers a part of the porcine TP53

intron 1 and the exons 2 - 11 with additional 3' �anking sequence. A detailed description

of the cloning steps can be found in the appendix A.1.1.

Eliminating short arm promoter activity The �rst gene targeting experiments in

porcine mesenchymal stem cells (MSC) gave rise to an unexpectedly large number of an-

tibiotic resistant colonies. However, the subsequent PCR screen showed no sign of gene

targeting and only hinted at random integrations. This could be explained by promoter

activity inherent in the short arm region, which would drive the resistance gene expression

independent of the integration site. In humans it is known, that a promoter region resides

within the �rst intron of TP53 [256]. However, it is mapped to the 5' 1.2kb of the intron,

more than 7kb upstream of the homology region used here, making it a very unlikely to

be the cause for this promoter activity.

The presence of promoter activity in the short homology arm was con�rmed in silico and

in vitro. Firstly, by sequence analysis with the online tool "Promoter 2.0 Prediction Server"

[140] indicated putative promoter elements (see �gure in appendix A.1). Secondly, an in

vitro assay con�rmed that a renilla luciferase gene is expressed in HEK293 cells when put

3' of the short arm sequence. A distinct Luciferase activity was detectable, compared to
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a promoterless vector and untransfected cells. Figure 3.7 shows Renilla luciferase activity,

driven by promoter elements within the short arm, thereby con�rming the in silico �ndings.

Figure 3.7.: Renilla luciferase in the pGL4.76 vector driven by the short homology arm. Empty
vector and non-transfected cells (ntc) serve as negative controls. The homology arm shows intrinsic
promoter activity.

To circumvent this activity, the short arm was modi�ed to eliminate the promoter activ-

ity. The LSL cassettes (BS/neo) were newly cloned into a PmlI restriction site 385bp down-

stream of the inital ClaI site. Additionally the short homology arm was truncated down to

1212bp. This shortening of the short homology arms was expected to exclude the majority

of promoter activity from the targeting vectors. However, it was also expected to mitigate

the e�ciency of homologous recombination [54, 102], leading to a trade o� between suc-

cessful homologous recombination and increased screening e�ort. Test-transfections showed

greatly reduced colony numbers, con�rming the success of this approach and indicating the

loss of the major promoter activity within the short arm.

Visual counter selection and nucleus localisation sequence Another modi�cation

was introduced into the targeting vector to exclude events with random recombination of

the vector. A visible counterselection marker was cloned into the backbone of the gene

targeting constructs (compare [63]). It consists of a chicken beta-actin (CAGGS) promoter

driven mCherry marker gene followed by a rabbit globin polyA. This cassette also integrates

into the genome in case of random integration of the targeting construct and leads to an

expression of the red �uorescent protein. Thus, these cell clones can then be excluded from

further screening by microscopically identifying the visual marker gene.
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Additionally, a SV40 nuclear localisation sequence (NLS) was isolated by PCR (primers

NLS�ank for/rev) and integrated into the vector backbone, to promote active DNA trans-

port into the nucleus and thereby increase the frequency of HR. The NLS contains several

transcription factor (TF) binding sites, that get recognised and occupied by TFs. Sub-

sequently, the NLS is co-transported into the nucleus together with the TFs and thereby

enriches the nuclear concentration of the targeting vectors.

These constructs represent the �nal versions of the p53 gene targeting vectors (p53TV-

BS/neo), that are depicted in Figure 3.6.

3.1.2. Establishing PCR screening procedures

The initial screen of putatively gene targeted clones for a correct TP53 modi�cation was to

be performed by PCR across the short homology arm. This �targeting PCR� successfully

ampli�es a fragment only if the LSL had integrated at the desired location. Therefore, the

forward primer binding site had to be located outside of the homologous sequence used in

the targeting vector. The reverse primer binding site had to be located in the exogenous

modi�cation � the LSL cassette. It also had to be possible to run the relatively large PCR

of more than 3kb on small amounts of DNA. This was necessary, because the screening

should be carried out as early as possible with a minimal amount of cells. Primary cells

only show a limited number of cell divisions and early passage cells are less transformed

by in vitro culture. This is important for the success of the somatic cell nuclear transfer

(SCNT).

The PCR screening methods had to be stringently optimised to detect the positive HR

events under these conditions. However, no actual positive targeting event was available

to establish it on. Therefore, a PCR control plasmid was cloned for optimisation and as

a positive control in subsequent experiments, containing the respective screening primer

binding areas. In addition, its PCR product had to be distinguishable from an actual

targeting event. Therefore, the product size was preemptively reduced by 485bp to allow

the identi�cation of a putative cross contamination with the plasmid. Figure 3.8 shows a

schematic overview of the PCR control vector with respective primer binding sites.

Di�erent forward primers were tested in combination with reverse primers binding in

the splice acceptor or the respective resistance genes. The most speci�c combination of

p53targF2 and p53SAR was optimised. For this step, PCR control vector was combined

with porcine genomic DNA at a 1:1 ratio to mimick the later targeting situation. The

PCR conditions could be optimised to detect down to approximately 10 copies of the PCR

fragment, as shown in Figure 3.9. This detection limit was considered suitable for targeting

screenings.
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Figure 3.8.: Schmatic overview of the PCR control vector with the 485bp XbaI shortened frag-
ment. The targeting primer binding sites are indicated by arrows.

3.1.3. Generating TP53 gene targeted cell clones

Cell isolations used for gene targeting

Several mesenchymal stem cell (MSC) isolates were prepared from adipose tissue (adMSC)

and bone marrow (bmMSC) of male Landrace/Pietrain cross bred or pure Landrace pigs.

The isolates were assessed for su�cient in vitro proliferation, and transfectability using

�uorescent marker genes. Both varied markedly between cell isolates, and the best isolates

were used for the further experiments. The stem cell character of MSCs was con�rmed by

di�erentiation assays. Cell isolates capable of di�erentiation into osteogenic, adipogenic

and chondrogenic lineages were used (data not shown).

Additionally, �broblasts (KNDF) were isolated from the cortex of the kidneys of young

Landrace/Pietrain cross piglets (2-3 months). These cells were kept on gelatin coated

plates to promote surface attachment.

In this project, gene targeting experiments have been performed in KDNF, bmMSC and

adMSCs.

The �rst successful gene targeting was achieved in bmMSCs. However, the e�ciency

was very low and many clones lacked proliferative potential. Therefore, the method of

generating single cell clones was modi�ed to allow a wider range of single cells to survive

the process of antibiotic selection. It was proposed to select the transfectants in separate

multiwell plates, so that on average one resistant clone was expected per well. The wells

were microscopically assessed for cell clonality and the derived cells referred to as minipools,

because a mixed resistant cell population could not be ruled out completely.

The gene targeting experiments in KDNF did not result in any positive minipools and

the use of these cells was discontinued. However, the use of adMSCs and bmMSCs proved

successful. For adMSCs the method of single cell cloning using cloning rings was taken up

again, as these cells had better proliferatory abilities than bmMSCs.
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Figure 3.9.: PCR optimisation of PCR control vector diluted in genomic DNA at equal copy
numbers. The DNA gradient amounts from left to right are 10ng, 5ng, 1ng, 500pg, 100pg, and
50pg. The lowest amount of 50pg corresponds to approximately 20 cells or 10 sequence copies.
This would su�ce for a targeting PCR from low amounts of material early in the screening process.
(PCR by Margret Bahnweg)

Transfections

The di�erent cell types were transfected separately with P53TV-BS or P53TV-neo vectors.

These vectors di�er only in the drug selectable marker used (bsr or neo). Transfections were

optimised within the lab with varying DNA amounts and transfection methods: lipofection,

nanofection, nucleofection and electroporation. The key factors were selection of the cells,

while keeping the possibility to expand cell clones and �nally the number of identi�ed

positive targeting events.

The best transfection conditions were identi�ed to be electroporation of 10µg of plasmid

into 1x106 cells.

Con�rmation of gene targeting by PCR screening

Putative gene targeted cell clones were initially identi�ed by lack of mCherry �uorescence.

They were then expanded and screened by PCR. The latter ampli�ed a 3.3kb DNA frag-

ment from a point in the �rst intron outside the targeting vector, across the shorter arm

of each targeting vector (BS/neo) into the splice acceptor in the LSL cassette. The DNA-

quality of the sample was assessed by amplifying an endogenous 3.1kb fragment from the

same forward primer to 17bp downstream of the LSL integration site (endogenous control

PCR with p53Int1_5R reverse primer). All cells that carry the targeted modi�cation of
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the LSL in the TP53 locus are referred to as �gene targeted�. Figure 3.6 shows a schematic

of the screening PCRs.

Cell clones carrying the R167H mutation were identi�ed by PCR ampli�cation across the

mutation site in exon 5 (primers p53mut for/rev) and sequence analysis either by external

sequencing or a diagnostic HaeII digest. In the presence of the mutation a HaeII recognition

site is lost (compare �gure 3.11). It was expected that the mutation site will be lost in

some gene targeted clones, since the site of the mutation is more than 1kb downstream of

the selectable marker. This could allow for a crossing over in between features.

Figure 3.10 and 3.11 show representative PCR screening and sequencing data, including

targeted and untargeted cell clones, and cell clones that incorporated the R167H mutation

hetero- and homozygously.

Figure 3.10.: targeting screening PCR: the expected size of the endogenous TP53 control PCR
for DNA quality is 3.1kb; in case of a positive targeting event the PCR results in a 2.9kb fragment;
the screened clones all produce the endogenous PCR band, indicating su�cient DNA quality to
support such a long range PCR; only clones adMSC29 and adMSC33 also show a band for positive
targeting (PCR by Marlene Edlinger).

Figure 3.11.: Chromatograms of sequenced mutation sites from three TP53 targeted cell clones;
TP53

+/+ shows only the unmutated wildtype allele sequence: this clone lost the mutation dur-
ing homologous recombination; TP53LSL167/+ shows both the wildtype sequence and the mu-
tated nucleotide as overlapping peaks, thus this clone carries a heterozygous mutation of TP53 ;
TP53

LSL167/LSL167 shows only the mutated allele sequence: this clone carries two mutated TP53
alleles. The HaeII restriction site is the central GGCGCT motif that changes to GGCACT.

As expected, some positive minipools were comprised of too many subclones, or still
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# Cell type Clones screened Pos. events E�ciency

1 bmMSC 24 4 16,6%
2 bmMSC 8 1 12,5%
3 bmMSC 10 2 20,0%
4 adMSC 57 10 17,5%
5 adMSC 78 7 9,0%

Total:
bmMSC 42 7 16,6%
adMSC 135 17 12,6%

Table 3.1.: TP53 targeting e�ciencies con�rmed by PCR: successful transfections with respective
targeting e�ciencies; all transfections are summarised per cell type at the bottom.

contained a few mCherry positive cells. Also, the growth characteristics of clones and

minipools remained varied and sometimes too low. Unfortunately, some cells within

minipools did not carry the TP53R167H mutation along with the LSL integration. This

indicates homologous recombination of genome and targeting vector in the 1.2kb between

the LSL and the mutation site downstream in exon 5. Therefore, not all cells that were

con�rmed positive for gene targeting could be used for further experiments.

E�ciency of TP53 gene targeting

Only 3 tranfections into bmMSCs and 2 transfections into adMSCs lead to successful gene

targeting. By far the most successful cell type in use were the adMSCs of the 110111

isolate with regard to proliferatory characteristics and SCNT behaviour. Transfections

and e�ciencies in relation to cell type and cell isolate are summarised in table 3.1. The

proportion of drug selected cell clones with targeting events detected by PCR ranged

between 9,0% to 20% in di�erent experiments. It is important to note, that some of the

positive clones did not show su�cient proliferatory abilities to warrant further experiments.

The outlier �neo314� � Homozygous targeting of TP53

One transfection into Landrace Pietrain hybrid cells from the 090210 isolation resulted in

the homozygously targeted cell clone neo314. Surprisingly, the targeting PCR product was

shorter than expected. Sequencing of the targeting PCR lead to identi�cation of a 220bp

deletion within intron 1. Moreover, the PCR amplifying the endogenous control fragment

only gave rise to the 4.6kb fragment spanning the integrated LSL-cassette and no wildtype

allele. The homozygous targeting was further con�rmed by sequencing the mutation site in

exon 5. The chromatogram only showed a singular adenine peak at the mutation site. This

indicates the presence of only the mutation and no remaining guanine from the wildtype

sequence.
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3.1. Conditional gene targeting of TP53

These PCR and sequencing data were consistent with a loss of the wildtype allele. This

can be explained either by a loss of heterozygosity (LOH) or a targeting of both TP53

alleles and thus the generation of a potential TP53LSL∗/LSL∗ homozygote.

Fluorescense in situ hybridisation A �uorescence in situ hybridisation (FISH) anal-

ysis was performed to further elucidate whether cell clone neo314 had undergone targeting

at both TP53 alleles or LOH occurred. A 41kb labeled FISH probe was designed to cover

the TP53 gene and 21kb and 7kb of �anking sequence. Hybridisation with this probe

indicated no microdeletions of the locus. The expected signals at the ends of two small

metacentric chromosomes were detectable on wildtype as well as neo314 metaphase spreads

as shown in Figure 3.12. This is consistent with our PCR and sequencing �ndings of a

gene targeting of both alleles. Smaller FISH probes without �anking regions were designed

to get a more speci�c marker for the TP53 gene or the integrated LSL-neo. These probes

however could not bind to their target sites with su�cient speci�city to detect the locus

among background signals. This could be due to insu�cient chromatin accessibility or

probe speci�city. In accordance with this, 2 SINE and 2 LINE elements were found by

software analysis [273] in the part of intron 1 of TP53, which was used as targeting vector

short arm.

Figure 3.12.: FISH analysis of clone neo314 with homozygous loss of TP53 : chromosomes are
stained with dapi (blue) and the detected probe (red) covers the TP53 locus with 21kb 5' and
7kb downstream of the gene; several prepared slides show the same signal pattern as the wildtype
cells: two signals at the end of two small chromosomes (chromosome 12 in pig); this indicates no
microdeletion within the region of the locus and thus supports homologous gene targeting over loss
of heterozygosity. (FISH by Marlene Edlinger)

Proliferatory analysis The clone neo314 also changed its proliferatory behaviour after

passage 5 in culture from doubling time of 72h to 24h. Moreover, it was able to undergo

several single cell subcloning steps. Other cell clones have ceased proliferation after a
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second round of subcloning. Due to that advantage, Cre-transduced single cell subclones

of neo314 could be generated by Anja Saalfrank that carry only a heterozygous activation

of the R167H mutated allele (compare [162]). This further con�rms the homozygosity of a

TP53LSL∗ allele. The other allele still carries the characteristics of an integrated LSL.

Con�rmation of gene targeting by Southern Blot

A Southern blot analysis of targeted cell clones was performed to con�rm the structure of

targeted alleles and the presence of the LSL cassette. Genomic DNA was digested with

ScaI and hybridised to a endogenous probe spanning exon 2 to exon 4 (isolated with the

primers p53probe for/rev). Figure 3.13 shows a schematic overview over the diagnostic

ScaI fragments and probe binding site.

Figure 3.13.: TP53 locus with diagnostic ScaI restriction sites used for Southern blot. Probe
binding site is indicatied across exons 2-4. Green arrow: wildtype ScaI fragment of 3.2kb; Red
arrow: gene targeted ScaI fragment of 4.7kb for LSL-BS and 4.9kb for LSL neo.

Predicted sizes for diagnostic ScaI fragments are: wild-type TP53 3.2kb, TP53 with

LSL-BS 4.7kb, TP53 with LSL-neo 4.9kb (neo). Figure 3.14 shows samples from wildtype

DNA and a selection of TP53 targeted clones and piglets. The 3.2kb band indicative

of a unmodi�ed allele is detected in wildtype and heterozygous mutants. It is lost for

the homozygously targeted clone and its derived piglets, in accordance with homozygous

TP53LSL∗ alleles. The larger bands appear at the expected sizes, indicating an allele

carrying the LSL cassette. No additional random integrations of the constructs were de-

tected by additional di�erently sized bands. In summary, the integrity of the modi�ed and

unmodi�ed loci can be assumed.

E�ective Cre mediated excision of the LSL

The TP53 targeted cell clones were tested for the ability to excise the LSL by Cre-mediated

recombination. This was important for the full functionality of the conditional targeting

system. Therefore, cells were transduced with Cre protein and expanded to obtain su�cient

material for subsequent analysis on DNA and RNA level.
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3.1. Conditional gene targeting of TP53

Figure 3.14.: Southern blot of TP53 targeted cell clones and piglets; the probe detects exon 2 to
4 of TP53 ; the diagnostic ScaI digest results in a detectable 3.2kb fragment for a wildtype TP53
allele and a bigger fragment of 4.7kb for an integrated LSL-BS and 4.9kb for an integrated LSL-neo
cassette. Wildtype DNA shows only the expected fragment at 3.2kb; the cell clone and the piglets
targeted with a LSL-BS cassette show the expected additional fragment at 4.7kb; the cell clone
and piglet with homozygous integration of the LSL-neo cassette show only the diagnostic fragment
of 4.9kb minus the intronic deletion of 220bp, and lacking a signal indicative of a wildtype TP53
allele. (Southern blot by Margret Bahnweg)
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Cre recombinase mediated excision of the LSL cassette was tested in targeted cell clones

in vitro. Cre was introduced into cell clones by protein transduction.

On DNA level the LSL excision was con�rmed by a PCR amplifying a fragment across

the LSL integration site (Peggy Müller). Size di�erences are expected for the wildtype

allele from the alleles with integrated LSL and the recombined alleles with remaining loxP

site. Cre-mediated LSL excision results in a single 34bp loxP site and a 22bp cloning

fragment remaining at the integration site. Therefore, the predicted fragment sizes are:

wild-type TP53 198bp, integrated LSL (bsr) 1536bp, integrated LSL neo 1929bp, Cre-

excised integration site 254bp.

Figure 3.15 shows results from non-targeted cells, heterozygous targeted (TP53LSL∗/+)

cell clone adBS29 and homozygous TP53LSL∗/LSL∗ cell clone neo314. In the heterozygous

targeted clone both the wild-type integration locus and the loxP remnant are ampli�ed.

As expected, in the case of the homozygous targeting either the loxP remnant or the whole

LSL cassette is ampli�ed with no ampli�cation of the wildtype 198bp fragment.

Figure 3.15.: loxP screening PCR covering the LSL integration site: the expected fragment
ampli�ed from a wildtype allele is 198bp, with a LSL cassette integrated it is 1.5kb in case of BS
resistance, 1.9kb for neo resistance and after excision the fragment size is 254bp resulting from
the residual loxP site and cloning remnants; as expected wildtype DNA only gives the unmodi�ed
sequence size; the heterozygous clone shows the presence of the LSL-BS and a wildtype allele
and after activation the loxP remnant; from the homozygous clone no wildype sequence could be
ampli�ed, the partial and complete activated clone show the expected band sizes for integrated
LSL-neo and the integrated loxP site (PCR by Peggy Müller).
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3.1. Conditional gene targeting of TP53

Analyses of TP53 targeting on RNA and protein level

RT-PCR analyses of TP53 targeted cells Analyses on the RNA level produced

further results con�rming a functional integration and excision of the LSL. Cells with

targeted integration of the LSL cassette in the �rst intron and the mutation in exon 5

were predicted to express mRNA from the �rst (non-coding) TP53 exon spliced to the

drug resistance gene. This eliminates the expression of the full length mRNA and after

Cre-mediated LSL-excision leads to a mutated mRNA.

An RT-PCR screen was developed using one primer that hybridizes in exon 1 and one

primer hybridising in exon 11. The resulting cDNA was digested with HaeII, to detect the

restriction polymorphism caused by the R167H mutation (Peggy Müller). Predicted sizes

for the digested 1313bp RT-PCR fragment are: 698bp, 310bp, 287bp and 18bp. Figure

3.16 shows RT-PCR exemplary data of a cell clone identi�ed as heterozygously targeted

and the homozygously targeted cell clone neo314. RNA from wildtype cells was used as

positive control. Cell clone neo314 showed expression only of the mutated mRNA and only

after partial or biallelic Cre-recombination.

Protein analyses of TP53 targeted cells Targeted cell clones were also analysed on

protein level by Western blot. The loss of p53 protein after gene targeting was con�rmed.

The p53 protein was detectable at approximately 46kDa in wild-type and heterozygous

targeted cell clones. It was absent in the homozygous targeted neo314 and only reappeared

after Cre mediated excision of the LSL cassette (see �gure 3.17).

3.1.4. Phenotypic e�ects of the TP53 knockout

The potency and functionality of the TP53 gene knockout and the re-activation of the mu-

tant allele should be assessed in vitro. For this, the following experiments were conducted

mainly based on the p53 de�cient cell clone neo314.

Enhanced proliferation

The proliferatory properties of a cell are a trait that is easy to assess yet still can give a good

indication about existing abnormalities. With the loss of p53 a more rapid proliferation

and even a transformation could be expected. Indeed, after a short time in culture (4-5

weeks post transfection), cell clone neo314 exhibited a noticeable change of phenotype.

Cell proliferation increased compared to wild-type and heterozygous targeted cell clones,

with cell doubling increasing to ∼24h from ∼72h. This was the �rst indication of an e�ect

of p53 loss in vitro in porcine cells.
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Figure 3.16.: RT-PCR con�rming expression of wildtype and mutated mRNA from TP53 and
TP53

LSL/+: the ampli�ed 1313bp fragment of TP53 mRNA was digested by HaeII; one restriction
site of this enzyme is lost through the mutation and a larger band remains undigestet (*); This
results in the following fragment sizes: for wildtype TP53 mRNA 698bp, 310bp, 287bp and 18bp;
for mutated TP53 mRNA 985bp, 310bp and 18bp. The 18bp fragment is undetectable on the
gel. Wildtype and heterozygous clones show the expected fragment sizes of wildtype mRNA and
only after Cre-activation the mutated mRNA is detected. For the homozygous TP53LSL∗/LSL∗ no
TP53 mRNA was detectable; after Cre-activation the mutated mRNA is detected and as expected
no trace of wildtype mRNA fragments. (RT-PCR by Peggy Müller)

Three dimensional growth

A standard test for transformed cell phenotypes is the soft agar assay for three dimensional

growth. Cells from neo314, the heterozygous adBS29 and wildtype control cells were tested.

For this 1 x 103 cells each were seeded in 0.4% noble agar. After 4 weeks, colonies with a

diameter >50µm were counted (examplary colonies see �gure 3.18). As expected, neither

the wildtype bmMSCs nor the heterozygously targeted clone were able to form colonies.

For neo314 it resulted in an average of 70 colonies (+/- 8). The homozygous Cre-activated

p53 mutant of neo314 showed an even stronger transformation with an average of 100

formed colonies (+/- 20), summarised in �gure 3.19. This demonstrates both the e�ect of

p53 loss and a hint at the R167H mutation exerting the known gain of function and does

not retain wildtype inhibition.
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3.1. Conditional gene targeting of TP53

Figure 3.17.: Western blot of TP53 targeted clones: the signal at 38kDa is the GAPDH protein
detected as loading control; the signal at ∼46kDa is the p53 protein; the latter is detectable weakly
in wildtype and heterozygous clone adBS29, not at all for neo314 and strongly in the Cre-activated
neo314. (Western blot by Daniela Fellner under the supervision of Anja Saalfrank)

Figure 3.18.: Colonies grown in soft agar. Wildtype and heterozygous adBS29 cells are still
embedded as singular cells. p53 de�cient cells derived from neo314 grew as three dimensional
colonies. White bars indicate 200µm

Chemotherapeutic resistance

It is known, that TP53 de�ciency can convey some forms of chemoresistance to cells. The

intercalating drug doxorubicin for example triggers p53 dependent apoptosis, and is used

for chemotherapy. The clone neo314 is completely p53 de�cient and thus should be able

to avoid cell death. Its Cre-activated mutant TP53R175H form is also expected to be

doxorubicin resistant, as has been shown in human cells [301]. Wildtype cells, hetero-

and homozygously targeted cell clones and their Cre-activated cell pools were challenged

with this drug. After a 24h challenge the cells were kept under regular conditions for 14d,

allowing potential colonies to outgrow. Wildtype and heterozygous targeted cells are killed

completely by the treatment, also if the mutant allele is activated. As expected, only the

p53 null clone neo314 and its Cre-activated form were able to form colonies, as can be seen

in Figure 3.20. The TP53R167H expressing population might even show a slight increase

in colony numbers, in accordance to the softagar assay results (see chapter 3.1.4).

In conclusion the acquired results were consistent with loss of p53 expression in alleles

containing the LSL, and restoration of TP53 after Cre recombination. As expected, a
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Figure 3.19.: Colonies of TP53 targeted cell clones adBS29 and neo314 grown in soft agar.
Wildtype cells serve as negative control. Only the TP53 de�cient, transformed cells of neo314 are
able to form colonies with a diameter >50µm. The Cre-activated variant of neo314 shows even
more prominent colonies, hinting at the functionality of the R167H mutation.

complete loss of TP53 showed more prominent e�ects than a heterozygous loss. This in

vitro data supports the validity of the knockout and inducible mutant p53 system. They

are also indicators for a functional e�ect of p53 loss in homozygously bred animals.

3.1.5. Generation of TP53 targeted pigs

TP53 gene targeted pigs can be derived from modi�ed somatic cells via nuclear transfer

and embryo transfer (NT/ET) into a foster mother. For this work, these experiments were

conducted in collaboration with the group of Prof. Wolf (LMU).

Cells con�rmed to be correctly gene targeted by the aforementioned methods were re-

garded as �t for nuclear transfer. Seven independently derived positive minipools and

single cell clones from bmMSCs and adMSCs have been used for nuclear transfer and sub-

sequent transfer of the in vitro reconstituted embryos into foster mothers. From our own

experience and that of others we expected considerable variance of NT/ET success between

cell isolates and even clones from the same isolate. Therefore, up to three di�erent clones

were mixed in one experiment. The clones were not tested individually for their suitability

for NT/ET.

The initial 3 cell populations (BS22, BS51, neo314) that went to NT/ET resulted in two
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3.1. Conditional gene targeting of TP53

Figure 3.20.: Doxorubicin resistance assay of wildtype cells and TP53 targeted cell clones; wild-
type cells and the heterozygously targeted clone do not form colonies after doxorubicin treatment;
the clone with homozygous loss of TP53 forms colonies both with inactive and active R167H mu-
tation. A slight tendency to more colonies is visible in the homozygously activated neo314 cells in
the bottom right.

stillborn piglets. The stillborn piglets were derived from the homozygous TP53 de�cient

cells of neo314. An early, untransformed passage of these cells was used for SCNT. These

cells are originally derived from the 090210 Landrace-Pietrain hybrid isolation. These

piglets showed a normal phenotype with a birth weight of 1.2 and 1.7 kg respectively.

They did however exhibit macroglossia, which probably caused death by asphyxia at birth.

This problem is not uncommon in nuclear transfer experiments and considered to be of

epigenetic origin [115, 248]. Di�erent NT/ET experiments of other projects with bmMSCs

also showed this abnormality and in general a low rate of live birth and a high infant

mortality. Therefore, the NT experiments with these isolates were discontinued.

To circumvent this problem, the cell type was exchanged. The follow up experiments

were all conducted in adipose derived adMSCs, as KDNF did not generate positive events.

Four adMSC derived, TP53 targeted cell populations (adBS27, adBS29, adBS33 and

adBS310) were used for SCNT into 11 foster mothers. Table 3.2 (next page) summarises the

cell clones used for nuclear transfer, the number of embryo transfer recipients, pregnancies

obtained and piglets born.
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Cell clone ET recipients Pregnancies Born piglets

BS22
1 1

0
BS51 0
neo314 2

adBS27
4 2 2

adBS310

adBS29
7 5 15

adBS33

Table 3.2.: Summary of NT/ET experiments: clones are grouped in joint brackets according to
their combined use in NT/ET

In total two stillborn and 15 liveborn founder piglets (G0) were obtained, that are

con�rmed as TP53 gene targeted by PCR and some recon�rmed by Southern blot (see

�gure 3.14). The liveborn piglets are all derived from the pure Landrace adMSC isolate

adMSC110101. The clones of origin of two p53 targeted piglets carry only the TP53LSL

allele and lack the p53-R167H mutation. One of these piglets died at 58 days of age to a

sepsis and meningitis. The other piglet has reached sexual maturity. No visible abnormal

phenotype was observed in the boar as of today. In total, this boar was used to inseminate

six sows, which resulted in 3 pregnancies and 19 liveborn o�spring (F1) piglets of both

genders with the TP53LSL allele.

All other TP53 targeted pigs born carry both the LSL and the mutation and continue

to grow and thrive.

These results are promising for future experiments with TP53 gene targeted pigs: Firstly,

the functionality of the TP53 knockout was indicated in vitro. Secondly, fully TP53

de�cient pigs developed to birth comparable to mice [58] the only problem occurring due

to the cell background. This supports the possibility of homozygous breeding because

thirdly, the animals derived from adMSCs undergo normal fetal development, producing

healthy piglets, which have now reached sexual maturity and produced o�spring without

apparent side e�ects of SCNT.
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3.2. Indicator model

One of the cornerstones of the Cre-reversible TP53 gene targeting was the possibility to

activate the dominant negative gain of function mutation R167H, or to reactivate the

wildtype allele with timing and tissue speci�city. This necessitates ways to apply the Cre-

recombinase in vivo into the desired tissue. Furthermore, detecting Cre-activity in vivo

can be di�cult.

3.2.1. Generating a Cre-reporter construct

To overcome these problems a double Cre-reporter construct was generated. It consists of

a CAGGS promoter driving a loxP �anked beta-geo gene (a lacZ and neomycine resistance

fusion gene) and quadruple polyA signal (schematic overview shown in �gure 3.21). Down-

stream of the �oxed cassette follows a mCherry reporter gene with its own polyA signal.

This construct is referred to as CAGGS-geo-Cherry (CGC). The quadruple polyA of the

beta geo gene was included to prevent a leaky readthrough into the mCherry RNA. In the

case of Cre-activity the beta geo is excised and the �uorescent marker activated. Cloning

details can be found in chapter A.1.4.

This construct now allows the visual identi�cation of cells which underwent Cre-

recombination by mCherry �uorescence. At the same time it allows for a counter-staining

of unrecombined cells to ensure initial ubiquitous expression.

This can be extended to in vivo studies in transgenic animals. This would allow promoter

studies as well as Cre-application studies.

Figure 3.21.: Schematic overview of the CGC dual-reporter construct; the ubiquitous CAGGS
promoter drives the expression of a �oxed beta-geo fusion gene with quadruple polyA signals: SV40
polyA, BGH polyA, CMV polyA, TP53 polyA; the 3' mCherry sequence and rabbit globin polyA
(rglobpA) are only expressed after Cre-mediated excision of the �oxed cassette.

3.2.2. Analysis of the Cre-reporter construct

Generating transgenic cell clones and pools

A cell pool carrying random integrations of the reporter construct was generated for initial

testing. Porcine bmMSCs were tranfected with the dual-reporter constructs and selected

for 14d. The functionality of the reporter cassette by lacZ staining and Cre-mediated

mCherry activation was con�rmed in vitro in the following ways: The cells were either
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transfected with Cre-expression constructs with a phosphoglycerate kinase promoter (pgk-

Cre) or treated with 5µM Cre-protein for 8h to excise the beta-geo cassette (Cornelia

Brönner under the supervision of Anja Saalfrank). Figure 3.22 shows the results of the

lacZ stain and �uorescence microscopy of the in vitro tests. These pools of selected cells

were used for nuclear and embryo transfer to check for ubiquity of expression in fetuses.

Figure 3.22.: lacZ stain and Cre-mediated �uorescence activation of reporter constructs: cells
containing the CAGGS-geo-Cherry constructs are stainable for lacZ and after transient expression
of Cre-recombinase show activated �uorescense; the lacZ staining is lost apart from some residual
cells. Wildtype cells are used as negative control. The transfection of the Cre-expression plasmid
pgk-Cre is less e�cient than the direct application of the Cre-protein. White bars indicate 200µm.
(Protein transduction images by Cornelia Brönner)
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Generation and analysis of transgenic fetuses

The pregnancy was aborted at day 31 and four fetuses dissected from the uterus. Porcine

fetal �broblasts (poFF) were isolated from the front or hind legs and the remainder of the

fetuses were dissected. The brain, lung, liver, kidney, stomach, heart and rest of the body

were separately stained for lacZ. Similarly treated wildtype fetuses, aborted on day 28,

served as negative controls.

Against expectations the endogenous beta-galactosidase activity in wildtype tissue was

comparable to the transgenics. The poFFs derived from transgenic fetuses also showed no

G418 resistance, lacZ staining and Cre-activatability. In contrast, a PCR analysis (primers

LacZ intern for and neo intern rev) showed the presence of the beta-geo cassette (see �gure

3.23). This indicates silencing of the integrated constructs during culture. Figure 3.24 on

the next page shows the stained organs in comparison.

Figure 3.23.: A diagnostic PCR amplifying a 2.93kb fragment of the lacZ gene into the neo-
resistance, which is present in the reporter construct but not in the wildtype genome (wt). It only
is ampli�ed from transgenic fetus DNA (1-4) and from the positive control � the reporter plasmid
(pos); as expected the wildtype DNA (wt) does not produce an ampli�cate; this result is consistent
with the silencing of the randomly integrated expression cassette in the transgenic fetuses. M =
DNA length marker (PCR by Margret Bahnweg)

This is a known problem of integrated transgenes, especially with some extent of bacterial

sequence like the lacZ. These sequences are prone to get epigenetically silenced in eukaryotic

cells. This can potentially be circumvented by placing the expression cassette into more

open chromatin [46, 195]. Furthermore, the actual activity of the cells used in nuclear

transfer cannot be predicted with their origin in a cell pool.

Therefore, in a follow up experiment single cell clones were generated in bmMSCs and

adMSCs and their individual activity screened. The adMSC derived clones with high

expression of the reporter genes and functional Cre-mediated activation by Cre-expression

plasmids were chosen for nuclear and embryo transfer. These traits were subjectively

quanti�ed by microscopy, and three clones used for a secondary nuclear and embryo transfer

experiment. Again, the pregnancy was aborted and �broblasts of the resulting four fetuses
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3.3. Tissue speci�c expression constructs

analysed as before. All isolated poFFs now were positive in a lacZ staining and mCherry

was activatable by Cre-transduction (5µM 4h) in all but fetus #2 (Tatiana Flisikowska).

The latter showed a very high cell mortality after Cre-treatment. This was not observed

in any of the initial clones but the di�erence in Cre-activation as well as cell type could

account for this change.

Still a variation in lacZ stain was detectable in some poFFs. This could indicate a cell

cycle dependent expression of the constructs even in clonal cells. A possible solution to

this issue is currently getting addressed by Shun Li. He is targeting the reporter cassette

into the putative porcine Rosa26 locus, known to be ubiquitously expressed and open for

exogenous modi�cation [124].

The dual-reporter system has also been used in one SCNT experiment to generate trans-

genic pigs through nuclear and embryo transfer. Recently, one live reporter piglet was born,

con�rmed by PCR to be transgenic and is in good health at the point of writing.

3.3. Tissue speci�c expression constructs

3.3.1. Tissue speci�c expression of Cre-recombinase

With the success of the conditional gene targeting and the dual reporter system, follow

up experiments were designed. The conditional gene targeting of TP53 done in this work

necessitates a directed application of Cre-recombinase in order to activate the latent onco-

genic mutation. The dual-reporter system facilitates the development of such techniques.

Cre-expression constructs were cloned by Vera Zywitza in order to provide a way of

speci�c recombinase application. The Cre-recombinase was isolated by PCR (primers Cre

+XbaI for and Cre +BglII rev) fused to a �uorescence marker gene (Cherry or EGFP) via

a self cleaving T2A peptide, to further facilitate the evaluation of the Cre e�ectiveness.

This coexpression system allows to visually con�rm the presence of the protein and has

been used for the generation of a multi-transgenic pig [55, 71].

In detail, the Cre-recombinase coding sequence without its stop codon was cloned up-

stream of a T2A peptide sequence with the EGFP and Cherry sequence located down-

stream. This Cre-T2A-EGFP cassette was cloned under the control of an ubiquitous

CAGGS promoter and the epithelial keratin 19 (K19) promoter. The �rst can be used for

in vivo transfections or simply for tissue culture work. For example, these constructs were

used with their �uorescense counterparts on the dual-reporter constructs to establish the

functionality. The latter was designed to lay the groundwork for a transgenic pig with Cre

expression speci�cally in the gastrointestinal tract (see [228]).
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3.3.2. Tissue speci�c expression of in�ammatory factors

The development of gastric cancer often originates in a prolonged in�ammation of the

gastric mucosa. Oshima et al. successfully mimicked this process in mice by the directed

expression of in�ammatory as well as proliferatory genes in the gastric wall [228]. They

expressed the microsomal prostaglandin E synthase (mPGES), cyclooxygenase 2 (COX2)

and Wnt1 under the control of the epithelial keratin 19 (K19) promoter. These animals

rapidly developed gastric cancer with similar phenotype to the human disease. This opens a

second approach to generate a porcine cancer model for gastric cancer, next to modi�cation

of oncogenes or tumour suppressors.

Generating expression constructs

The cDNA of porcine mPGES and COX2 and the genomic sequence of the porcine Wnt1

gene were isolated. Subsequently they were subcloned under the control of the the human

K19 promoter, followed by a rabbit globin polyA signal (details see chapter A.1.5).

Di�erent promoter lengths were tested in vitro for activity and speci�city by Thomas

Briehl as part of his Masters thesis. The full length 3.7kb promoter was reduced in size by

AccI and SacI restriction digests. These promoters were subcloned in front of Cre-T2A-

EGFP/Cherry. Constructs were transfected into cells derived from di�erent tissues: bone

marrow, kidney, pancreatic cancer (Panc1) and gastric cancer (KatoIII and AGS).

The 2.1kb 3' promoter fragment showed the highest activity in gastric cell lines with the

least activity in the other tissues tested. Therefore, the �nal expression constructs were

cloned with this promoter length to drive the transgene expression.

Generating transgenic clones

The COX2, mPTGEs1 and Wnt1 expression constructs were linearised by a restriction di-

gest while at the same time eliminating the bacterial vector backbone. The three linearised

fragments were co-transfected with a G418 resistance expression vector, a neomycin gene

driven by the ubiquitous phospho-glycerine kinase (PGK) promoter. Single cell clones were

generated from bmMSCs and adMSCs. The clones were screened by PCR for the presence

of the three constructs and one triple transgenic clone of adMSCs identi�ed. This clone

was cryopreserved at early passage and is ready for nuclear and embryo transfer.
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4.1. The pig as a model system

Medical progress in recent years has accelerated signi�cantly with the rise of molecular

biology and its revolutionary treatment options from monoclonal antibodies to somatic gene

therapy. Even diseases as diverse as cancer nowadays are curable or can at least be reduced

to a chronic state. However, in most cases this requires an established method of early

diagnosis. This is only the case for a select few cancer types. Cancer is expected to turn

into an even more severe health risk, with the increase in life expectancy. Modern molecular

biology is now providing markers for early diagnosis that will have to be transferred into

the clinic. This translation takes place with the help of model animals mimicking the

human disease, notably rodents. Information drawn from these experiments have provided

much insight into cancer biology and promoted therapeutic developments [5].

However, not all data is applicable for human treatment and small animals are simply

physically un�t for the development of some therapies. Especially diagnostic endoscopy for

early detection and surgical procedures demand an animal model more similar to human

physiology. Pigs have begun to bridge this gap for medical applications. They are more

similar to humans physiologically and ways to produce genetically modi�ed and de�ned

porcine models are emerging. It will still take a while to generate the multitude of mouse

models and systems now available but initial experiments have generated valuable assets.

Currently wildtype pigs are used for surgical training, injury research and drug testing

[87, 114, 234, 282]. Pig models based on genome modi�cations are now available in the

�elds of xenotransplantation [143], diabetes [257], cystic �brosis research [138] and gas-

trointestinal cancer [73]. The �eld of cancer research was opened up by transplantation of

transgenic cancerous cells into pigs where they indeed showed tumorous growth [1]. These

experiments however are far from generating a de�ned model for human cancers. First

genetically de�ned models have emerged by AAV assisted gene targeting of breast cancer

type 1 susceptibility protein (BRCA1) and adenomatous polyposis coli gene (APC). The

former should serve as a model breast cancer, however the generated animals did not sur-

vive longer than 18d [185]. The APC mutant animals are viable, and show the phenotype

of familial adenomatous polyposis coli (FAP) in the colon [73].
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4.2. Gene targeting of TP53

4.2.1. TP53 as a target gene

A model with a mutated tumour suppressor gene would provide a platform suitable for

a wider range of cancer research. The TP53 gene is one of the central pillars of tumour

suppression and its pathway mutated in the majority of human cancers. For example,

a mutation is commonly found during pancreatic oncogenesis [109, 210, 238] or gastroin-

testinal cancers [252]. It is also one of the underlying defects in the human Li-Fraumeni

disease, which is characterised by a heritable early onset of cancer. Consequently, it has

been the center of extensive research and a well known candidate for genetically modi�ed

rodent animal models of cancer [58, 221, 335] (reviewed in [59]).

It is therefore logical when generating porcine cancer models, that one of the main target

genes has to be TP53. Common defects of the TP53 gene itself are allele losses or basepair

mutations leading to amino acid changes. The latter frequently occur in so called hot spot

locations predominantly in the DNA-binding domain [113, 314]. These mutations often not

only inhibit wildtype function but also act as gain of function mutations. This has even

prompted research to repair hot-spot mutants with zinc �nger nuclease mediated targeted

double strand breaks [106].

This work was also part of a larger research e�ort to generate a gastric cancer model

in conjunction with pigs carrying an adenomatous polyposis coli (APC) gene mutation

[73]. These two mutations should be combined by breeding to enhance carcinogenesis

[258, 274, 316].

One of these is the mutation R175H in exon 5 (corresponds to R167H in pigs) leading to

an arginine to histidine amino acid change. It is frequent in human cancers and correlates

to a severe phenotype [210].

This hotspot mutation was chosen to generate a porcine model with high cancer pen-

etrance and severe cancer phenotypes. It is known to promote metastasis [61], tumour

vascularisation [134] and chemoresistance against the intercalating agent doxorubicin [301].

It has also been constructed into several mouse models [177, 221] (reviewed in [10]) and

shown its e�ectiveness in conjunction with other oncogenic mutations e.g. K-ras [109, 238].

It is not subject to MDM2 independent degradation with its higher a�nity to NADPH

quinone oxidoreductase 1, that stabilises p53. However, it is still subject to MDM2 and

E3 ligase mediated ubiquitinylation and degradation [9]. This leads to increased mutant

protein levels, which in turn mitigates wildtype p53 function. It is also interesting to note

that it is one of the main mutations promoting metastasis in pancreatic adenocarcinoma

(PDAC) [210].

The technology of Cre-mediated DNA recombination allows for a combination of both the
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gene knockout and point mutation. A Cre-excisable transcription stop cassette upstream

of the R167H mutation acts as a gene knockout while turning the point mutation into a

latent activatable variant. This has been used for comparable TP53 gene targeting in the

murine model [221].

The use of the Cre-recombinase for genome modi�cation is widespread. It has been

applied both for activating and inactivating mutations [128, 309] or in order to introduce

site directed insertions [93]. The application techniques are also quite versatile, ranging

from DNA-based expression to viral applications or the use of the actual protein [14, 241,

328, 347].

4.2.2. Design of the gene targeting approach

The targeting construct

The targeting construct was initially designed with a 3kb short arm and a 11kb long arm

homology for homologous recombination. This is over 2 kb longer than the minimum

length described in literature for murine ESCs [294, 54]. This excess sequence allowed the

shortening of the 3kb fragment to 1.2kb after intrinsic promoter activity was identi�ed.

The targeting vector was constructed from Duroc pig sequence available on a bacterial

arti�cial chromosome (BAC) even though the cells in this work were isolated from Landrace

X Pietrain or pure Landrace breed. The use of isogenic DNA for the homologous sequences

can be advantageous for gene targeting [54, 291]. For pigs it does not appear a necessity

though [50, 251]. This is also con�rmed by the successful results of this work. The sequence

could be isolated from the BAC clone by recombineering [48]. Recombineering is usually

used to introduce modi�cations into a BAC but can also subclone fragments out of a BAC

into a cloning vector, as was the case in this work.

Additional features were added into the vector backbone to enhance the gene targeting

e�ciency. Firstly, a CAGGS-mCherry fragment for the ubiquitous expression of the red

�uorescent protein (compare [63]). This �uorescence can only be detected in transfected

and selected cell clones, if the vector backbone integrated into the genome either by ran-

dom integration or incomplete homologous recombination. Therefore, these clones were

excluded from further screening procedures and the workload could be reduced. More

importantly, it indicates whether identi�ed clones are pure, or contain random integrants.

This secures transgenic o�spring through SCNT.

Secondly, a nuclear localisation sequence (NLS) was added, as it can improve the nuclear

DNA uptake and thereby enhance the frequency of HR [6, 23, 53, 206].

Another possibility to enhance e�ciency would have been the inclusion of a posi-

tive/negative selection (PNS), which is commonly used in mice gene targeting experiments.
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For example by the counter selection against a diphtheria toxin A-chain gene in the vector

backbone [196]. However, another addition to the already 21kb large vector was deemed

unnecessary with the already successful PNS from the visual marker gene. Moreover, an-

other selecting agent enhances the stress on the primary cells in culture, which is not the

case with visual selection.

The �oxed transcription stop cassette (LSL)

The transcription stop cassette design was comparable to the design used in other studies

[108, 221, 304]. It was �anked by loxP sites for Cre-recombinase mediated excision. It

was also designed to contain a splice acceptor 5' of a promoterless resistance gene to allow

antibiotic selection and a simultaneous enrichment for positive gene targeting events by

promoter trap. This common technique is known to be e�ective in genes that are actively

expressed in a cells and therefore an obvious choice for targeting the "housekeeping" gene

TP53 (see review [78]). It is however not that common for porcine gene targeting. Both

CFTR and BRCA1 gene targeting used phosphoglycerate kinase promoters driving the

neo-resistance [185, 260], or cytomegalovirus promoter [200]. Another alternative is the

use of an internal ribosomal binding site like in the APC targeting model [73] and alpha-

1,3-galactosyltransferase knockout [153].

The stop of transcription within the LSL was ensured by three di�erent subsequent

polyA signals, as residual expression of the mutated allele had to be avoided in a de�ned

tumour model. This is a novelty, compared to gene targeting vectors. Most only rely on

the endogenous [200] or a singular polyA [73]. The functionality of the LSL was proven

in in vitro assays for splicing and tightness. It was also con�rmed by the Cre mediated

reactivation of p53 expression in vitro.

Taken together these results com�rm the LSL to be suitable for a conditional gene

knockout in vivo.

The cell type used for gene targeting

The choice of the cell type used for the experiments was made according to the following

criteria.

First, the cells plasticity is an advantageous trait in cells used for homologous recombi-

nation (HR) and SCNT. High HR frequencies can be achieved in pluripotent embryonic

stem cells (ESC) compared to somatic cells [79, 173, 293], as is reported in the literature.

In ESCs shorter homology arms of 1-3kb can be used, in [54, 294]. Even genes with lower

base expression level can be targeted [111]. Induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) have
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been suggested to show similar susceptibility to reprogramming, and shown comparable

e�ciencies to ESCs [111].

Neither of these cell types are available for pigs as a stable and de�ned cell source. The

reported iPSC are not yet fully independent of exogenous factors [67, 69] Therefore, in

this work somatic cells were used. Mesenchymal stem cells from fat (adMSC) and bone

marrow (bmMSC) were chosen, because they exhibit residual ability to di�erentiate into

chondrogenic adipogenic and osteogenic cell linage. This has been shown in di�erentiation

assays in the literature [8, 11, 25, 90, 189, 190] and in our laboratory. They have also been

successfully used for genomic modi�cations (reviewed in [24]). The kidney �broblasts were

chosen because they also were utilised for the generation of transgenic pigs [139]. Also, the

three cell types provide su�cient proliferative capacities to provide material for screening

purposes. It is important to note, that a loss of p53 speeds up di�erentiation processes

of murine MSCs, however it also promotes spontaneous transformation which could pose

problems for SCNT [7].

The correct selection intensity for promoter trap gene targeting is also an important

parameter [98, 266]. It was determined experimentally through selection tests on untrans-

fected cells and adjusted during the actual targeting experiments during this work. The

intensity was set so the untransfected controls are eliminated within the time the resistant

clones need to proliferate to a manageable colony size of >100 cells. In this way, the un-

transfected cells still support the growth of the colonies and do not over�ow the culture

medium with cell death signalling molecules.

4.2.3. E�ciency of TP53 gene targeting

The gene targeting e�ciencies varied markedly between transfections and cell types used in

this work between 0% and 20%. This was expected, as di�erences in e�ciency between dif-

ferent cell isolations are described in the literature [260]. Here, the e�ciencies between fetal

�broblast isolations of the same litter ranged from 0.07% to 10.93%. Our observed values

of 16.6% (bmMSCs) and 12.6% (adMSCs) respectively varied within the range reported

for porcine cells. Ramsoondar et al. report the disruption of the porcine immunoglobulin

kappa light chain locus in fetal �broblasts with overall 14 PCR positive clones out of 799

(1.7%) [250]. The knockout of a heavy chain locus was also ine�ective with 0.63% targeted

clones [200]. In contrast the highly e�cient AAV-mediated targeting of CFTR reached up

to 20% [260] and the BRCA1 locus a mean of 34.32% [185]. The relatively high targeting

e�ciency in this work can be explained through the more e�ective promoter trap of TP53,

as it is ubiquitously expressed in contrast to the immune related genes. Another advan-
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tage is the use of the visual negative selection with the CAGGS-mCherry cassette in the

backbone as well as the nucleus localisation sequence.

The reasons for the overall variation of somatic gene targeting e�ciency can be found in

various aspects of the cellular background. There is a known in�uence of the cell cycle on

transfection e�ciencies [29, 209] and HR occurs in S late G2 phase [288]. This indicates an

advantage in de�ned cell cycle control to achieve more e�cient gene targeting. Cell cycle

synchronisation has been shown to be e�ective in this context [105, 206].

Another reason could be the di�ering chromatin structure at the p53 locus between cell

isolations. It is known that chromatin position e�ects can inhibit expression of integrated

transgenes. Heterochromatin can form around genes with lower expression and this can

silence the integrated construct. Also the homologous recombination between targeting

construct and genome might be impaired (reviewed in [254]). It is however very unlikely,

that the TP53 locus with its role in cell cycle regulation is condensed in these primary cell

isolates.

Yet, p53 expression levels could still vary in cells from di�erent tissues of origin and be-

tween isolates. Lower expression of the locus would mitigate the e�ciency of the promoter

trap, and lead to a reduced antibiotic resistance and loss of targeted cell populations.

Furthermore, the method of single cell cloning can distort the gene targeting e�ciencies.

Some cell isolations ceased proliferating after subcloning. For example, the kidney derived

�broblasts rarely provided enough material for screening. The bmMSCs and adMSCs with

their higher proliferatory potential were more suited for single cell cloning. In this work,

the targeting of the TP53 locus in bmMSCs was slightly more e�cient than in adMSCs

(16.6% vs. 12.6%). However, for SCNT the bmMSCs did not show the viability of the

adMSC isolation. This also distorts or masks the factual e�ciency of TP53 targeting.

4.2.4. Functionality of TP53 knockout

The functionality of a porcine TP53 knockout is an important cornerstone for the animal

model to bring the cells closer to an oncogenic phenotype. While a mutation in TP53

on its own does not directly cause cancer, it facilitates the acquisition of the oncogenic

second hit. The �rst indications of this e�ect were shown in the course of this work.

The behaviour of the homozygously targeted cell clone in vitro showed enhanced prolifera-

tion and chemoresistance opposing to heterozygous targeted and wild-type cells (compare

[259, 263] reviewed in [31]). It also was able to promote anchorage-independent growth,

comparable to transformed cancer cells and formed colonies in soft agar culture [2, 45, 281].

These are the �rst hallmarks of an oncogenic transformation facilitated by the loss of TP53,

hinting at the validity of the system.
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Indirect con�rmation for this model are the already existing functional mouse models

[58, 109, 335], even though gene functions can not be considered completely conserved

across species.

4.2.5. Generation of TP53 modi�ed pigs by SCNT

With this in vitro knowledge, live pigs that carry a conditional TP53 knockout on one

allele were generated through somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT).

For SCNT the e�ciencies do not di�er as much in the literature, but still favor undi�er-

entiated cells. For example, terminally di�erentiated neurons are unable to support fetal

development in contrast to ESCs (reviewed in [218]). Therefore, gene targeting experi-

ments were conducted in cell isolations able to still di�erentiate into cell types of the three

germ layers (adMSC / bmMSC) or known to work in SCNT experiments (KDNF) [139] in

this work.

Selection intensity and cloning procedure play an even more important role with the

prospective SCNT of the cells. The use of impure cell pools often times results in wildtype

SCNT animals [50, 197, 343].

Overall, the e�ciency of SCNT derived and implanted embryos to develop into a live

animal is low (reviewed in [218, 325]). Apparent bottlenecks are the su�cient reprogram-

ming of the somatic nucleus and the ability of the fused and activated oocyte with mixed

mitochondrial DNA and potentially shortened telomeres to develop into a viable organism.

Therefore, widespread research on improving SCNT is found in the literature: several addi-

tives have been identi�ed like valproic acid [207], dibutyryl cyclic adenosine monophosphate

(dbcAMP) [280], latrunculin [107], anthocyanin [341], Cytochalasin B and trichostatin A

[19], that all assist in the in vitro development and SCNT success. Also, the fusion timing

[342] and osmolarity changes in the medium [208] in�uence the e�ciency.

The success of the SCNT experiments in this work varied widely between cell isolations

used. The adMSC isolation 110111 was the only isolation that reproducibly gave rise to

healthy piglets.

The SCNT with the clones adBS27 and adBS310 from the adMSCn110111 isolation lead

to the birth of two TP53LSL targeted piglets without the R167H mutation. This indicates

a mixed origin of the clones with cells carrying the targeted LSL integration but lacking the

mutation and a subpopulation of random integrants carrying the mutation. This lead to

screenings showing both the presence of the R167H mutation and correct LSL integration.

One heterozygous TP53LSL piglet died to a meningitis and sepsis. It is important to

note, that a cerebromeningitis in SCNT piglets has also been reported elsewhere [233].

This should warrant close observation in follow up experiments.
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The heterozygous TP53LSL phenotype o�ers interesting research possibilities as a poten-

tial tumour model allowing rescue by re-activation of wildtype p53. This has been shown

to improve tumour behaviour, and lead to extensive research for example in the �eld of

small molecules [28, 267].

A pig carrying only a heterozygous knockout of the TP53 gene is not expected to show

a severe cancer promoting phenotype yet. Heterozygous animals however are expected to

have an increased cancer risk. In these animals, like in human Li-Fraumeni patients, only

one additional mutation in the intact TP53 allele directly leads to a complete p53 loss.

In TP53 heterozygous rats an early onset of sarcomas has been observed, together with a

loss of heterozygosity of the wild type allele [306]. In mice one remaining wild-type allele

exerts protective in�uence [335]. In addition, a p53 dosage dependent e�ect is possible on

directly transactivated genes. This has been shown to be the case in human cells [339].

Still, the pigs with heterozygous TP53 mutation could ultimately be bred to homozy-

gosity. Indicated by our nuclear transfer experiments, cells with a complete loss of p53

will still support development to birth. This forecloses the second hit in regular cancer

development and delivers a more severe animal model. The p53 de�cient piglets were

born with normal weight and appearance apart from macroglossia (enlarged tongue) that

caused asphyxiation at birth. This resembles the human Beckwith Wiedemann syndrome,

an overgrowth disorder. This particular pathological phenotype has also been noted by

other nuclear transfer researchers and is understood to be a consequence of incomplete

nuclear remodeling across mammalian species [115, 246].

It is known, that epigenetics play an important role for the reprogramming of the somatic

cell in SCNT, yet the exact mechanisms are not fully understood [346]. The di�erences

in epigenetics and reprogramming between wildtype and SCNT have been subject of re-

search in bovine [215] and porcine background [321]. It has also been found, that the H3

acetylation levels in early embryo stages a�ect SCNT success in minipigs [336].

The gene targeting of TP53 can also have an e�ect on the epigenetics of the cells.

Both wildtype and mutant p53 does exert epigenetic in�uence on target promoters by

activating histone acetylation [313]. Still, a connection between the macroglossia to the

TP53 mutation is unlikely: macroglossia also occurred in animals derived from the same

MSC preparation in other projects and was not observed in SCNT animals derived from

somatic cells of a di�erent genomic origin.

In conclusion, the results in this work indicate that like in mice [335], p53 de�cient pigs

will be viable. It can be assumed, that the cancer development in these founder animals

will be similar to the human disease. In the latter the loss of key tumour suppressor genes

is also a common early event [240]. Pigs are close to humans physiologically immunolog-

ically and on a genomic level [21, 201]. Pigs can be kept on a diet similar to humans,
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thereby setting a comparable background in gastrointestinal diseases [94] or diabetes re-

search [149, 156]. Furthermore surveillance and treatment techniques like endoscopy or

surgical instruments can directly be taken from human routines. In conclusion we postu-

late, that results generated in this porcine model are more easily and directly transferrable

to the clinic.

The live homozygous animals derived from cells and breeding, carrying only the knock-

out and not the TP53R167H mutation could be used for research of tumour rescue by

reactivation of wild-type p53 [40, 267, 309].

4.3. Dual reporter model

4.3.1. Design of the dual reporter cassette

Visual markers as means of developing proof of principle models are used extensively

in molecular biology. In this work, it complements the conditional TP53 gene targeting

model. The tissue and timing speci�city of the Cre-mediated R167H activation is important

for the generation of a de�ned cancer model. Here visual markers can help to develop the

means of speci�c Cre application and monitor the actual Cre activity.

A dual reporter approach was chosen comparable to the common mouse models [52, 213,

216]. In short, the construct consists of a CAGGS promoter controlling a �oxed beta-geo

fusion gene of lacZ and a neomycin resistance. A mCherry gene was positioned downstream

and gets activated in case of Cre activity. LacZ expression can be visualised by the common

beta-gal staining as a blue coloration of the cells. The mCherry gene expresses a �uorescent

protein, that is visually detectable as a red glow at an emission wavelength of 610nm. A

positive lacZ stain indicates no past or present Cre activity in direct contrast to detectable

mCherry �uorescense.

Ideally, only one of the visual markers is detectable in a cell. The generation of the

dual reporter cells however relies on the random integration of the construct. Therefore

multiple copies can not be excluded completely. This can result in incomplete beta-geo

excision and both a detectable lacZ and mCherry expression.

A chinese group reports the generation of porcine reporter poFFs and piglets, carrying a

similar construct. [168, 169]. Their construct utilises an eukaryotic translation elongation

factor 1 alpha 1 (EF1-alpha) promoter to drive a �oxed neo-resistance gene with a singular

polyA signal. EGFP is used as their activatable �uorescent reporter.

In contrast the construct used in this work employs a quadruple polyA signal, since

the transcription termination in the �oxed cassette is essential for its correct function.

Initially a residual readthrough into the mCherry gene and thus visibly leaky expression
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was detected in the earlier constructs with only a triple polyA signal. Secondly the Cre-

activatable gene is visibly detectable even in vivo, comparable to mouse studies [216]. Also,

the CAGGS promoter is a established ubiquitous promoter for example for miRNA [158]

or �uorescent protein expression [84].

4.3.2. Functionality of the dual reporter cassette

In this work the constructs were �rst tested in vitro by transient transfections into porcine

cells. Both the lacZ stain and Cre mediated mCherry activation were detectable. Fetuses

from NT/ET of the reporter cells were also analysed, to get an indication of the function-

ality in vivo. In mice for example the ubiquitous lacZ expression can be seen in whole

embryo stains [86].

The fetuses were isolated, dissected and analysed for lacZ staining. The analysis of

wildtype fetuses showed a high endogenous activity of beta-galactosidase, comparable to

the four fetuses derived from transgenic cells. Over the course of follow up experiments it

became clear, that the transgene cassette was silenced. The cassette was still detectable by

PCR but not by the lacZ stain or the the Cre-mediated mCherry activation. The cells also

lacked G418 resistance. This was an unexpected result, since the initial cell pool showed

acceptable lacZ stain and activation. But since a cell pool was used for nuclear transfer,

the exact potential of the cells that generated the fetuses cannot be determined.

Single cell clones were used for the follow up experiment to avoid this initial variance.

The fetuses analysed from this experiment and the in vitro characterisation of the isolated

porcine fetal �broblasts (poFF) showed complete functionality of the cassette as expected.

This hints, that the initial problems were indeed part of the cell pool variance.

The remaining variance in lacZ expression however, is still not optimal for a live pig

model with ubiquitous systemic expression. The reason for this probably lies in the still

random positioning of the cassette in the genome. The cassette might be positioned in not

constitutively open chromatin.

Silencing of exogenous constructs in cell culture is a known problem for example of a

Tet ON/OFF system in pigs [148] or of a retroviral vector for iPS induction plasmid [116].

Also, the methylation of cytomegalovirus sequence has been observed in transgenic pigs

[144]. A solution for this can be the directed positioning of the cassette into a suitable

locus via gene targeting. A locus known for ubiquitous accessibility and stable expression

is the Rosa26 locus in mice and human [344, 124]. Therefore as a follow up project by

Shun Li the cassette is being targeted into the putative porcine Rosa26 locus, identi�ed by

a separate project in our department. The liveborn healthy piglet from SCNT can serve

as an important founder and control for these experiments.
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In general, animals carrying this transgene are of use in conjunction with the latent

oncogenic TP53R167H mutation. They can serve to establish methods for tissue speci�c Cre

application in vivo. For example, specialised endoscopes could directly detect the mCherry

�uorescence in the gastrointestinal tract. Later stage autopsy of the animal followed by

lacZ staining can indicate unwanted o� target e�ects of the Cre delivery method. The

beta-galactosidase shows a high stability in �xated tissue, therefore allowing these tests to

be carried out with greater accuracy also over time.

In conclusion, these two animal models taken together synergise in the development of

a tissue speci�c porcine cancer model.

4.3.3. Applicability of Cre recombinase in vivo

Another important aspect of the two aforementioned models is the in vivo recombination of

the modi�ed genomic loci. The porcine reporter model is e�ectively designed to establish

the necessary application of Cre recombinase with the desireable speci�city in a large

animal. Recombinases can be used for site directed insertion of constructs [128], also in a

porcine background (reviewed in [47]).

In mice the Cre recombinase is usually activated through in-crossing of e.g. a TET-

on/o� Cre background. The next generation can then be recombined with timing and

tissue speci�city by activation through tetracyclin (reviewed in [164]). The advantage of

this is that both animals can be characterised thoroughly before mating. However, in

pigs this approach is impractical. Most importantly, only a small number of pigs with

trangenic Cre-expression are yet available for crossing [38]. Also pigs have a signi�cantly

longer generation interval, which would decrease the e�ciency compared to mice.

Therefore, di�erent approaches have to be used to fully utilise the potential of the models:

One approach can be in vivo transfections (compare [289]) or intravenous application.

Cre expression constructs could be transfected into tissue. This would mean additional

random mutations from the potentially integrated vectors, as well as potential collateral

tissue damage. An advantage can be a cell type speci�c expression within a tissue if the

expression plasmid contains a speci�c instead of a ubiquitous promoter. A more simpli�ed

version of this technology is just a in vivo injection of DNA solution into the tissue (compare

[289]). This is accompanied by an ever lower e�ciency of DNA uptake and therefore less

expected Cre-activity.

A second kind of approach for Cre-application could be a virus based integration of Cre-

expression constructs. This utilises the higher transduction e�ciencies of viruses, both

into dividing and non dividing cells. It also encompasses the advantages of the in vivo

transfection of tissue speci�city. Adeno-associated viruses are noteworthy in this context.
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They couple cell type speci�city through their serotype to a low copy DNA transfer per

cell and are available for a range of tissues. They have been used to stably express genes

in somatic cells [36, 333]. Their characteristics also made them an interesting asset in gene

targeting experiments in somatic cells [105]. However, this method necessitates the design

and construction of several tissue speci�c viruses, and has to cope with the lower basepair

load available.

4.4. Transgene expression with gastrointestinal speci�city

4.4.1. Assessing di�erent promoters

A search of current literature was conducted, in order to identify promoters with gas-

tric speci�city, suitable for a porcine model with directed transgene expression. They

should ideally meet several additional requirements: a su�cient level of expression for the

transgene to be active, no expression in other tissues especially not during development.

These restraints are especially true in case of Cre-expression. Too early and widespread

Cre-expression would completely abolish the idea of tissue speci�city. The transgene ex-

pression should also be reliable and not lost due to its own in�uence on the expression

pattern.

The initial considered promoters were those of gastrin, carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA),

Trefoil family factor (TFF), gastrokine 1 and 2, Pepsinogen A and C (PGA/PGC), gastric

intrinsic factor (GIF) and the gastric H,K-ATPase beta-subunit (gATPase). Table 4.1

summarises the promoters.

Unfortunately, these promoters could not be put to use, as they did not meet the afor-

mentioned requirements. Consequently, the idea of a strict gastric speci�c expression was

discarded and the restrictions widened to cover the complete gastrointestinal system. In

this context the promoter of cytokeratin 19 has been successfully used by Oshima et al.

[228] and therefore was chosen in this work.

4.4.2. Overexpression of in�ammatory factors

The transgenic model generated by Oshima in mice imitates the common trigger for gas-

trointestinal carcinogenesis - persistant in�ammation [228]. The two overexpressed in�am-

matory factors are known to play a role in gastric carcinogenesis [76, 126] and the mice

develop gastric cancers (GC) with high incidence with phenotypes resembling the human

disease. Because of that, these mice o�er a promising platform studying the early develop-

mental stages of GC. However, the small size of the rodent model prevents the evaluation of
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actual treatments designed for human patients like endoscopic resections. Another caveat

is the di�ering dietary backgrounds of mouse and human, even though this is known to

in�uence GC development (reviewed for example in [34]).

In the course of this work, the basis was laid to transfer the Oshima model onto pigs,

complementing the p53 cancer model. This porcine model would speci�cally be suited for

gastrointestinal cancer research, while the TP53 mutations are common in a widespread

array of cancers. It also opens up a second way of promoting carcinogenesis, should the

TP53 modi�cation not yield satisfactory results. This triple transgenic approach with

overexpression constructs could circumvent problems with ine�cient gene targeting.

Design of the overexpression constructs

The constructs themselves followed the Oshima designs. The coding sequences of COX2

and mPTGES1 and the genomic Wnt1 locus were of porcine origin, while the cytokeratin

19 (KRT19) promoter was derived from human sequence. This was due to the testing

procedures in human gastrointestinal cancer cell lines. The expression of the �nished

constructs was undetectable in the porcine primary cell culture, because non of them were

of gastrointestinal/endothelial origin. Also, the three seperate constructs did not carry a

selectable marker for antibiotic selection. Therefore, an additional fourth plasmid with a

resistance gene was cotransfected.

Formation of the transgenic cell clones

Oshima et al utilised oocyte injections of expression constructs to form two transgenic mice

- one with Wnt1 and one COX2 and mPTGES1 overexpression - and subsequent crossing

of the mice. He also screened the singular or double transgenic mice for gastrointestinal

abnormalities but only detected hyperplasia (Wnt1) [228] or more profound in�ammation

(COX2/mPTGES1) [126, 229] and no adenocarcinomas.

Therefore, to transfer these results into the porcine model all three factors were over-

expressed. Even though with the porcine genomic background of relatively frequent de-

velopment of gastritis, less extopic in�ammatory factors might be needed. Regrettably,

the oocyte injection technique in pigs is a lot less e�cient than SCNT and therefore the

constructs had to be introduced in vitro into primary cells. These cells were then screened

by PCR for triple transgenics, as the stepwise selection for the three constructs would have

taken too long for the established culture period of the primary cells. Especially, since

these cells would still need to undergo complete nuclear reprogramming in SCNT.

However, this method of generating triple transgenics has several disadvantages. Firstly,

not every transfected cell would incorporate all three constructs equally. This problem,
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and the number of copies of the integrated plasmids were only adjusted beforehand by

matching the plasmid copy numbers/concentrations prior to transfections.

Secondly, these constructs did not integrate into the genome in a directed way. The

random integrations could potentially mitigate the cells potential for a successful SCNT.

This could not be screened for initially, and neither could the expression of the transgenes

be validated, due to the inactive KRT19 promoter. Only the presence of all three expression

cassettes was con�rmed by PCR.

Thirdly, the breeding of the triple transgenics will almost certainly lead to a divergence of

the transgenes. The F1 generation might however show the initial phenotypes that Oshima

et al. used for crossing. These might prove interesting to research potential di�erences in

phenotype between mice and pigs.

In conclusion, the transfections proved to be successful and single cell clones could be

selected. Among these was one clone with all three cassettes detectable by PCR. A SCNT

with this subset could give rise to a founder generation of triple transgenic piglets with

predisposition to gastrointestinal cancers. Oshima et al. found a very early and severe

onset of these cancers in triple transgenic mice [228]. An intensive screening procedure

should therefore be established for these piglets, as this phenotype probably also transfers

over to pigs. Additionally, the directed expression of the constructs has to be con�rmed in

biopsies, preferably from diverse tissues.

Lastly the overexpression model should be put in context with the TP53R167H/APC

mutated models with regard to cancer development and similarity to human pathologies.

4.5. Outlook

Porcine cancer model The successful generation of a porcine model for cancerous

diseases opens a wide �eld of new research. The TP53 mutant founder animals now have

to undergo regular screenings to allow the breeding of a initial population of the pigs and

prevent premature complications from their heterozygous TP53 loss. The F1 generation

of animals would also be free from potentially harmful in�uences of the SCNT heritage.

The screenings could even serve as a �rst testrun of the directed research that will be

conducted on these animals. Endoscopy or NOTES procedures, computer tomographies

and even if need be the treatment of cancerous lesions with novel therapies.

In the further future the TP53 model will be crossed into other genomic backgrounds

like oncogenic mutants or Cre-models, to widen the applications. As mentioned before, this

work is part of a larger research e�ort to generate gastrointestinal cancer models, especially

through the combination of APC and TP53 mutants. The APC mutant background

is already established and with the TP53 mutants reaching sexual maturity, breeding
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experiments could commence soon. Moreover, the Cre-mediated in vivo activation of

the latent oncogenic TP53R167H mutation can be established. While it will still take

considerably longer to develop than in the common mouse models, a database of genetically

modi�ed pigs can already be imagined.

Alternative porcine cancer model The alternative cancer model based on the Oshima

mouse model is not yet characterised. It can prove valuable to complement the tumour

suppressor knockout as a comparison to tumour phenotypes and development. The stom-

ach speci�city however can still prove problematic as the keratin 19 promoter is widely

expressed throughout gastrointestinal epithelia. In mouse models the in�ammatory pro-

cesses appeared either restricted to the stomach or to exert its strongest in�uence there.

The porcine background with easy in�ammatory processes in the stomach promotes the

viability of the model.

Porcine reporter model The porcine reporter model will allow easy access to develop

in vivo Cre-applications. The easy visual detection can be utilised to establish general

in vivo protein application techniques. The primary use of this would be the targeted

activation of the porcine cancer models. This might be usable for the administration of

pharmaceuticals in protein form, given comparable stability and solubility to Cre-protein.

The modi�ed cells have already been used for SCNT, and viable animals will be probably

be available within the upcoming months.

The role of the porcine disease model The role of pigs or large animal models

in general will not replace but complement the rodent models. It can provide another

perspective and serve as controls. This would strengthen the transfer of results from

animal models into human medicine.
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6. Abbreviations

A adenine

AA amino acid

AAV adeno associated virus

AB antibody

AD Alzheimer's disease

adMSC adipose tissue derived MSC

AGS cell line of a human adenocarcinoma of the stomach

APC adenomatous polyposis coli gene

ATM ataxia telangiectasia mutated protein

ATP4B ATPase, H+/K+ exchanging, beta polypeptide

ATR ataxia telangiectasia and Rad3-related protein

BAC bacterial arti�cial chromosome

Beta-gal beta-galactosidase

Beta-geo fusion gene of beta-galactosidase and neomycine resistance

bm bone marrow

bmMSC bone marrow derived MSC

bp base pair

Bcl-2 B-cell lymphoma 2

BH3 Bcl-2 homology domain 3

BS Blasticidin S

BSA bovine serum albumine

C cytosine

CCN CAGGS-Cherry-NLS

Cdh1 cadherin 1

cDNA copy DNA

CF cystic �brosis

CFTR cystic �brosis transmembrane conductance receptor

CMV cytomegalovirus

c-myc avian myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog

COX2 cyclooxygenase 2
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6. Abbreviations

Cre causes recombination

Dapi 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole

DBD DNA binding domain

DMEM Dulbeccos modi�ed Eagle medium

DMSO dimethyl-sulfoxide

DNA deoxyribonucleic acid

dNTP deoxynucleotide-triphosphate

DSB (DNA) double strand break

dsDNA double stranded DNA

DTT dithio-threitole

E. coli Escherichia coli

EDTA ethylene diamine tetra-acedic acid

EGFP enhanced green �uorescent protein

ESC embryonic stem cell

ET embryo transfer

FAP familial adenomatous polyposis

FCS fetal calf serum

FGF �broblast growth factor

FISH �uorescense in situ hybridisation

FRT Flp-recombinase-target

G guanine

G418 geneticin

GC gastric cancer

GGTA1 alpha 1,3-galactosyltransferase

GIP glucose-dependent insulinotropic polypeptide

HBS HEPES bu�ered saline

HBSS Hanks bu�ered salt solution

HEK293 human embryonic kidney cell line 293

HEPES 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

HNF1 alpha hepatocyte nuclear factor 1-alpha

HPRT hypoxanthine ribosyl transferrase

H. pylori Helicobacter pylori

HR homologous recombination

HRAS Harvey rat sarcoma viral oncogene homolog

HSV-tk herpes simplex virus - thymidin kinase

hTERT human telomerase reverse transcriptase

ICSI intracytoplasmatic sperm injection
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iPSC induced pluripotent stem cells

ITS insuline transferrine selenite

Kato III cell line of a human stomach carinoma

kDa kilo Dalton

KDNF kidney �broblast

Klf4 Krueppel-like factor 4

KO knockout

KRT19 cytokeratin 19

LFS Li-Fraumeni syndrome

LINE long interspersed element

LSL loxP-stop-loxP transcription stop cassette

MDM2 murine double minute 2

MDM4 murine double minute 4

MNU N-methyl-N-nitrosourea

mPTGES1 microsomal prostaglandin E synthase 1

mRNA messenger RNA

MSC mesenchymal stem cell

NaCl sodium chloride

NaOH sodium hydroxide

NEAA non-essential amino acid

neo neomycin

NHEJ non-homologous end joining

NO nitric oxide

NOXA phorbol 12-myristate 13-acetate induced protein 1

NT nuclear transfer

Oct4 Octamer binding transcription factor 4

P passage

p53 tumour suppressor protein p53

Panc1 cell line of a human carcinoma of the exocrine pancreas

PBS phosphate bu�ered saline

PCR polymerase chain reaction

Pen/Strep Penicillin / Streptomycine

PERV porcine endogenous retrovirus

PGK phosphor glycerate kinase

poFF porcine fetal �broblast

prD proline rich domain

pS2 estrogen-responsive gene trefoil protein
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6. Abbreviations

Pu purine

PUMA p53 upregulated modulator of apoptosis

Pyr pyrimidine

qPCR quantitative PCR

RNA ribonucleic acid

ROS reactive oxygen species

rpm revolutions per minute

RT reverse transcription

RT-PCR reverse transcriptase PCR

SCID severe combined immunode�ciency

SCNT somatic cell nuclear transfer

SDS sodium dodecyl sulphate

SHP2 Src homology protein 2

SINE short interspersed element

SMA spinal muscular atrophy

SMN1 survival motor neuron

Sox2 sex determining region Y-box 2

SV40 simian virus 40

T thymidin

TAD transactivation domain

TAE tris acetate EDTA

TALEN transcription activator-like e�ector nuclease

TBE tris borate EDTA

TP53 gene of the tumour suppressor protein TP53

tet tetracyclin

Tris tris(hydroxymethyl-)-aminomethane

Ub ubiquitylation

X-gal 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic acid

ZFN zinc �nger nuclease
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A.1. Appendix

A.1.1. Cloning of TP53 constructs

Construction of the targeting vectors

The main homology region was subcloned by recombineering of a 14kb fragment from a

BAC (GenBank: AC127472.4) into a pGEM T easycloning vector by Tatiana Flisikowska.

This sequence serves as a template for homologous recombination with the porcine genome

in order to introduce a set of modi�cations. A shorter fragment covering exon 5 was

ampli�ed by PCR, subcloned and a G to A transition mutation introduced at the second

position of codon 167 of exon 5 by a site directed mutagenesis kit. This leads to an amino

acid change from arginin to histidin (R167H) and corresponds to the R175H hot spot

mutation in human TP53. This construct is referred to as pTP53-ex5mut.

The SfoI/SphI-fragment carrying the mutation was exchanged from pTP53-ex5mut to

pTP53-complete, resulting in the vector TP53-completemut. Subsequently, the LSL cas-

settes (both BS and neo) were initially cloned into the ClaI site in the intron 1 sequence

of pGEM-p53completemut, �nalising the homologous cassette of the TP53 gene targeting

vectors p53TV-BS and p53TV-neo.

The following trunctation of the short arm was conducted in two steps. First, the LSL

was recloned into the PmlI site, 385bp downstream of the original ClaI site within intron

1. This allowed a su�cient short arm length after the second shortening step. The second

step was done by excising the short arm fragment up to the AvrII site, and blunt religation

of the vector.

Cloning of the PCR control vectors

A 3.8kb fragment spanning from 3.3kb upstream of exon 2 to 440bp downstream in exon

4 was ampli�ed by PCR using the primers p53Int1 for and p53Ex4 rev and subcloned

into a pGEM T-easy vector system resulting in the vector pTP53-int1/ex4. This sequence

should incorporate the 3' primer binding site for the targeting PCR with the short arm and

partial long arm targeting vector homology. The potential forward primer binding location
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5' of the intended homology arms was isolated by PCR using the primers p53Int1_2 for

and p53Int1 rev and cloned 5' of the aforementioned short homologous sequence. The

LSL-BS/neo was cloned into the ClaI restriction site 3' of the short homology sequence.

A �nal XbaI restriction digest and religation reduced the distance of the binding site and

LSL by 485bp. This �nished construct is referred to as PCR control vector.

Cloning of the splice acceptor test vector

A 678bp fragment of exon 1 and surrounding sequence ranging 229bp upstream and 336bp

downstream of the exon was isolated by PCR using the primers p53Ex1 for and p53Int1 rev

and subcloned into the pBluescript vector system. The TP53 sequence surrounding exon

1 was isolated from this vector by NotI/BglII digest and cloned into the NotI/BamHI sites

of the vector pBl-CAGGS 3' of the chicken beta-actin promoter and enhancer (CAGGS)

promoter. The NotI/NotI fragment of pTP53-int1/ex4 was cloned into the NotI site of

this vector to add TP53 exons 2-4 as alternative splice acceptors. Then the two lox-stop-

lox cassettes with the neo and BS resistance were cloned into the ClaI restriction site, to

complete the splicetest vectors splice-LSLneo and splice-LSLBS.

A.1.2. In silico promoter predictions in the p53 short homology arm

The following sequence in �gure A.1 shows the predicted promoter elements within the

3kb short homology arm of the initial TP53 targeting vector up to the beginning of exon

2. Predicted promoter elements are marked in red, the TATA-box in yellow, the AvrII

restriction site that was used for shortening in green and the LSL-cassette locations (ClaI

and later PmlI) in blue. This prediction coincides with the luciferase assay in �gure 3.7

and the later �ndings of reduced false positive colonies.
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Figure A.1.: Sequence of TP53 intron 1 from the 5' end of the short homology arm of the TP53
targeting vector to the beginning of exon 2. red = Predicted promoter elements, yellow = TATA-
box, green = AvrII restriction site that was used for shortening, blue = LSL-cassette locations
(initial ClaI and �nal construct PmlI).
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A.1.3. Detailed TP53 pathway

Figure A.2 shows a more detailed overview of the TP53 pathway. It displays the complex

interplay that makes TP53 one of the central regulators of the cell cycle.

A.1.4. Cloning of the reporter constructs

The pCAGGS plasmid containing a CAGGS and rabbit globin polyA was obtained from To-

bias Richter. An mCherry reporter gene was isolated by PCR with the primers Cherry XbaI

ATG for and Cherry EcoRI Stop rev and subcloned into the XbaI/EcoRI sites of the vec-

tor, generating pCAGGS-mCherry. A similar construct pCAGGS-EGFP was cloned with

the EGFP gene isolated by PCR with the primers EGFP+ATG +XbaI and EGFP+Stop

+EcoRI by Vera Zywitza. She also cloned the pCAGGS-Cre-T2A-EGFP/Cherry expres-

sion vectors as part of her Bachelor thesis.

The beta-geo reporter gene was isolated from pbgeo plasmid obtained from Ange-

lika Schnieke. The XbaI fragment of beta-geo was blunt end subcloned in the blunt

BamHI/EcoRI position of the LSL-neo, thereby providing it with �anking loxP sites and

triple polyA signals and replacing the neo-resistance gene. This lox-geo-pA-lox cassette

was cloned into the pCAGGS-mCherry vector, into the XbaI/NheI restriction site 5' of the

mCherry gene, thereby completing pCAGGS-loxgeo-mCherry. The identical subcloning

steps were used to clone pCAGGS-loxgeo-EGFP.

A.1.5. Cloning of the KRT19 expression vectors

The KRT19 promoter sequence was isolated by Thomas Briehl from human DNA with the

primers KRTfor and KRTrev and subcloned into pJET1.2/blunt. As part of his Master

thesis, he cloned the KRT19 promoter into the pCAGGS-Cre-T2A-EGFP/Cherry con-

structs, replacing the CAGGS promoter leading to KRT19-Cre-T2A-EGFP/Cherry. The

KRT19 promoter was shortened to 2.1kb by an AccI/SacI digest to amplify speci�city for

gastric cell lines.

For the expression constructs of the in�ammatory and proliferatory factors the sequence

of COX2 cDNA was isolated from porcine kidney RNA by RT-PCR with the primers COX2

F and COX2 R. Also, the mPTGES1 cDNA was isolated from porcine kidney RNA by

RT-PCR with the primers PTGE1 F and PTGE1 R and the genomic sequence of Wnt1

was isolated by PCR from porcine DNA with the primers Wnt1 F and Wnt1 R. All three

were subcloned into pGEM-T-easy vectors. Subsequently, the sequences were cloned in

the EcoRI sites between the KRT19 promoter and the rabbit globin polyA signal of the

KRT19-Cre-T2A-EGFP plasmids, replacing the Cre-T2A-EGFP cassette. This lead to the

expression constructs KRT19-COX2, KRT19-mPTGES1 and KRT19-Wnt1.
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